
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

CASE NO. 21-61447-CIV-SINGHAL/VALLE 
 

AUDEMARS PIGUET HOLDING SA,  
BREITLING SA, BREITLING U.S.A. INC.,  
HUBLOT SA, GENÈVE, COMPAGNIE DES  
MONTRES LONGINES, FRANCILLON S.A.,  
OMEGA SA, PATEK PHILIPPE SA GENEVE,  
HENRI STERN WATCH AGENCY, INC., PAMP SA,  
TURLEN HOLDING SA, TISSOT SA,  
LVMH SWISS MANUFACTURES SA, and  
MANUFACTURE ET FABRIQUE DE MONTRES ET  
CHRONOMÈTRES ULYSSE NARDIN LE LOCLE SA, 

 
Plaintiffs, 

vs. 
 
MBESTWATCH.COM, DCWATCHES.ME a/k/a TOPWATCHSALE.ME, 
THEONEWATCHES.US, TALLY.TL, TRUSTYTIMEWATCHSTORE.COM, 
COLORSTINS.COM a/k/a REDQIYNG.COM a/k/a SUNKIEEY.COM a/k/a 
HULLYSEET.COM a/k/a RIVENSS.COM a/k/a WRTIYJKH.COM a/k/a 
COMMETANS.COM a/k/a MGALAD.COM a/k/a RELUIX.COM a/k/a 
TIXGER.COM a/k/a UPPOK.COM a/k/a VIVKIO.COM a/k/a AOEVA.COM 
a/k/a WEANTH.COM a/k/a CIVENSS.COM a/k/a FUTLIY.COM a/k/a 
LZNFVNK.COM a/k/a OINNET.COM a/k/a YAITUREN.COM a/k/a 
CANDTH.COM a/k/a DINGGUANTOYS.COM a/k/a GIRLIEO.COM a/k/a 
JRETIMI.COM a/k/a KELOWNY.COM a/k/a KRETIMI.COM a/k/a 
LUKYKIK.COM a/k/a ORANGESNG.COM a/k/a PINELLIAR.COM a/k/a 
PWERING.COM a/k/a SANJOSA.COM a/k/a TRENLOGO.COM a/k/a 
WWERING.COM a/k/a ZUILAY.COM, PERTINK.COM a/k/a 
MURMERY.COM a/k/a AYEIL.COM, BIYANA.STORE, VENEKIY.COM 
a/k/a BUNGDER.COM, CHARMEAN.COM, CILMAX.COM, 
COTTONCN.STORE, CRETIMI.COM, DWERING.COM, FAITHDV.COM 
a/k/a RETURNDCF.COM, FANKEMISU.COM, FIRST-WATCH.XYZ, 
FYUJKIE.COM a/k/a REDAMANCYYY.COM a/k/a HEILYRON.COM, 
GTUOI.COM, PINKCLOUDY.COM, SOURCANDIY.STORE a/k/a 
WABIISABI.STORE, JOURNEYWSF.COM a/k/a WRENCHERC.COM a/k/a 
HAMMERBG.COM a/k/a TANKCDD.COM a/k/a EASTIY.COM a/k/a 
EYEFIR.COM a/k/a OUSANDYEARS.COM a/k/a SUPEVF.COM, 
JWERING.COM, KWERING.COM a/k/a TWERING.COM, LUVBLUEE.COM 
a/k/a WATCHESINS.COM, OHWER.COM a/k/a AMARYIS.COM a/k/a 
BRAGIVL.COM a/k/a CYMOIL.COM a/k/a FLOURIY.COM a/k/a 
GREMINT.COM a/k/a KINKIRT.COM a/k/a LETITER.COM a/k/a 
NOPPUT.COM a/k/a PHUWIN.COM, PURPLESOR.COM a/k/a 
QIBVCFR.COM, WELLSPRINGDAY.COM a/k/a FULLYDREAM.COM a/k/a 
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SINKINTOS.COM, USTYLETOP.COM, YOUTHLO.COM, APPLYWATCH 
STORE, BRUCEPOWER STORE. STORE, CLOCK WATCH & STRAP 
STORE, FACE-BOOK STORE, FOAL WATCH STORE, FREEDOMWATCH 
STORE, HAJHAAJD STORE, HIGH INNOVATIVE WATCHES STORE, 
KAIYANG STORE, KKJJJL458 STORE, LADIES COSPLAY WIGS, LUXUR 
WATCH STORE, MARKKA WATCH & STRAP STORE, MINGYANG 
STORE, PJH55 STORE, PJY05 STORE, P-R-A-O 904L WATCH STORE, R-A-
P-O WATCH SECOND STORE, RH-TOURBILLON WATCH STORE, 
RPOVCAAA WATCH STORE, SHOP1541347509 STORE, SHOP910948002 
STORE, SHOP911057160 STORE, SHOP911462046 STORE, SHOP911472028 
STORE, SHOP911810104 STORE, SHOP911820005 STORE, SHOP911872225 
STORE, SHOP911873328 STORE, SHOP911880213 STORE, SHOP911938345 
STORE, SHOP911959236 STORE, SPECHT &SOHNE STORE, 
SUNSETATHEART STORE, TACTO FACTORY STORE, TRUEORANGE 
LCD REPAIR STORE, WOSHINIDIE STORE, WOWO QUALITY STORE, 
XIONG11 STORE, Z WATCH STORE, A3860508 a/k/a LUXURY WATCH, 
AAA_LUXURY, AAA_WATCH_AAA a/k/a AAA RM WATCH, 
AAAAAWATCH, AAALUXURYWATCH, AAAMENWATCHES, AADD6, 
AARON111, ANYIPEI1, ANYIPEI3, APWATCH7, BABYONESLOVE, 
BETTERWATCH2019, BNNE, BTIME, CASIO_WATCH, 
CHAO_BRANDWATCHSTORE, CHINA_WATCH_FACTORY8, 
CJEWELER, COCOWATCHNO1, DENLYCE518, DJZHUCL a/k/a 
LUXURYWATCHES., DONGHE88, FAFAMEI, FRESH_, GODBEAUTY, 
GOODWATCH111 a/k/a LUXURY WATCH111, HAOWEN2021, 
HK24CHONO a/k/a HK24CHRONO, IMEDICALSUPPLIES, INTIME05, 
IQOO, JIAO07, JOVEWATCH, KEYAA, KFWATCHES, KLAYTHOMPSON, 
LI920528, LIAOMEILING a/k/a XINHAI CLOCK, LIAOXIN12345, LIN16168  
LINLOVE, LIULA028654, LUSSO_RELOJ a/k/a LUSSORELOJ, 
LUXURYWATCH16168, LXFWATCH888, MMHXWATCH, 
MODANWATCH2, MVTIMER, MYLIFE666, NEWTRADE2017, 
NO8_SHOE_STORE a/k/a RM WATCHES, NOOBROLEX, PENGYI520, 
PEPPA2018, PURETIME, REPLICA_AAA A/K/A AAA WATCHES, 
SHOPPINGFUNY, SHOPSUNSHINE, SONGHONGQING, 
SUPER_WATCH_A, SUPER_WATCHES001, SWISS_WATCH_STORE9, 
SYH10983 a/k/a SUPER TIME U1, TANSHUNCHANGSTORE, 
TERRENCEWILLIAMS, TIMEH a/k/a WATCH 2020, TOPMARKETWATCH  
UNMATCHED, VIPWATCH, VSKY, WATCH_DHGATE, WATCHUSD, 
WKDH2008, WQWATCH a/k/a ZHUQIJIE12581, WSY136, 
WUSHUHUA1233, WUWANGWANG, YANGYANGWATCH, 
YU1988WATCH, ZG2018, ZHANGJIANXINSTORE, ZJ1988 a/k/a ZJ1988 
WATCH, ZOUDAFA, ZOUWANGWANG, ZXL0820, 60WEDCD, AA 
BERENICE MUSIC, ACHENGTRENDY, AKUNBINGGOV, ALAROKA, 
ALLICOVIGO, AMINOSULPHONIC, AMZHAOYUE, ANALISA, 
APOWEJIUFA, ASDASD121, ASHERBABY, 
AUGUSTINECORNELIAKUUUS, BAIBIOAY SHAVER, BAKTERIEN, 
BECOCHERRY, BENYOUDINGFEN, BETTA SQUAD USA, BGLHOT, 
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BINXINGJIAOCANGSU, BOMGAT, BUYSHAR, BYJG, BZDIE, 
CARNESROJASTORONEGROARA, CCOVD, CDJINIVTG, CEDRIC 
GEORDIE, CHENJIAL2020, CHENLONGLONG, CHENYIJIA STORE, 
CHUNTIANDEGUSHI168, CJEIHF, CJGCTUIFU, CLCO-, CLOBKGY, 
CLUBWHOLESALE2, COLGATE-PALMOLIVE, CRENAFARM, CVBBG, 
CZYOUTH0505, DAIZHILING8580, DAPENDA BABY'S, DAVRE, DEBRA L 
COYER, DINLAOFAYI, DISTMETH, DOCTORADCOC, DORKILOW, 
DSFSA, DUSTIN S SANDERS, EDEN MAXWELL, EDUARDOPE, 
EGOOD2019, EHOLIDAYFUND, ENSHICHOUSHANG, EOIVY, 
EVIDENTLY, EVOCTURKIYE, EXORIOGLAMUS, FACAI0307, FAJUNGE 
STORE, FANGCLOUDYH, FANMENGMENG50639, FASHION ROOM +1, 
FASHION_FAN, FASHIONLINMAO, FDEFGREG, FDRYRYT, 
FENGLINGFENG1438, FERREIR, FERTGER, FFTUOGUIO, FIUTBT, 
FXXIYISHUIHAN, GAMARINO, GAOZAISHENG1381, GCKGUIPG, 
GEADAH, GEBURST, GEMONETWORKS, GETAXEER, GHKUYFOY, GHN 
LBW666, GORILLA TECHNOLOGIES, GROOVY MORNING PARTY, 
GUODEHU8611, GYERUWO, GYTSA, GYUEYRIEO, HABRA NOLANTUN 
SIMIST, HANGCTER, HANLI2020, HARLANMIK, HEALTH NATALYA 
ESTES, HILLKY, HJTUY, HOUSE OF HONEY, HOUYANJIE46812, 
HREAIN, HUOXIAOWI4301, HXFCD, INDIVIDUALI, ISAACEDWL, 
IUXHEOV, JARDINESDELORINOCO, JASONCSE, JASONELGUASON88, 
JDBIH, JENNIFER G RAMIREZ, JINCJIALI, JINGHONGCHENG7449, 
JINGMAN, JINLIANGHUA67903, JINYUJU7231, JIU'XIAO'ZI, 
JUQIANZHUOHUINXU, KAMPUCHEA, KANIRAN, KAYBOOK, 
KAZEKITA, KELLIJOHNSON, KGMENSWEARE, KGORWS, KIKE INDI, 
KILOGRAMS, KINNLTY, KKIVIA, KNFIUESDNFKASN, KOHUIEBFFR, 
LABYRINTELLIGENCE, LANSENYA COT, LIAOJINKEJX003, 
LIAOLUSHUNMG, LICHUNYAN3160, LIDUBING3282, LIGHTTRACKER, 
LIJIARENXI, LISHOURENG9742, LITIANQI54, LIUBINGXUE2533, 
LIUCHAO2501, LIUQIANGQIANG7302, LIUQINGXIANG163, 
LIUXUEQI27269, LIWANGCHENG64728, LIWEIXIAO2020, 
LIYANXUAN3343, LIYANYUN6795, LIZE7232, LK6546, LLL346, 
LOEIRHWORE, LONGJAW, LOUDIGEXUI, LRIPSY, LUANN A OXLEY, 
LUMENYILAN, LUNXIANDANGOUPQF, LUOKAIHENG6524, 
MANNOSAMINE, MARKET COMICS, MARKET LIBROS, MEGATOP3, 
MELISSA N PARKHILL, MFY6356, MICHAEL G VASQUEZ, 
MIFVUHFVUH, MMO ABILITY BONDING, MOHJE8, MOONII, MOREVE, 
MUEBLTENDS, MUTENGJIWY, MWSLYG, NARCIE, NASON, 
NAYUFILELD, NCUN, NIDSKJFEFI, NIXINGNILDIE, NKGXHSRTYT, 
NMHFJSTH, NON002, OIRJNJHEEU, PALACIO BURGER, PALANCUCHE, 
PAMELA5, PANTRY FOOD STORES 22, PDVSMARIN, PETNAPS, 
PLANNER HIVE, PLUMERIA SOCIETY AMERICA, POLY TOY 123, 
POSGNE, POYIKUISICUR, PROACTIVESIM, PROEFWER, PTYOUWE, 
PUBLIC FLOW, QIAOHAO7685, QILIULEIYING, QINXIAOBO9337, 
QIUYILANGQIN, QLUSDBSLUI, QUAN PINT SAILET BRAIT SOLEN, 
RBEAGVWESDBRESD, REBOOTBELLIS, RESPONSIVITY, RICHTPRE, 
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RINKS, ROBERT R VELEZ, ROCHANA SINGHARATTANAPAN, 
RODIQUERUDY, RONALDAV, ROSENTHAL, ROSSDAVID168, 
RUANHONGPING8475, RUTHWOLFEW, SAKSE, SATHPRINTSHOP, 
SCOTT R PAIGE, SENECIALDEHYDE, SHAREMYS, SHENLONGFEI2791, 
SHENZHENLIN4867, SHIGONGTUIZHI, SHIJIACHUN59786, 
SHILINLIN689, SHIMIN1122, SHIRUIBAO7618, SHUNJINXIA5532, 
SHUSTIEVERNE, SILVERLAKE, SISY, SITENBE GLADIS COSTWAY, 
SKUNXIANG, SMARTEX, SNVURTUDR, SOCAL GUN, 
SONGHUANHUAN5439, SONGJINLONG8192, SONJHONSO, STARCOMS, 
STILESOLID, STREAMSE, STT6556, SUDOUERNI, SUFOLEWOER, 
SUGAR GROURD IN WINTER, SUMENG9164, SUNSHINE E-MARKET, 
SUSAN M CAESAR, SUW8E5I3372, TANGZUOCHENG0044, 
TANSHENGJIE7901, TECNOLOHY ROUTE, TENGQIAOBAEN, 
TENGTENGKUN, THECOMMUNISTPARTYOFLIAODYNASTYJE, 
TOONOUSIDXWU, TRAES, TRAINING ENERGY CORRIDOR, TRUUS, 
TUPPERWARE BY PATTY, TWADDL, UNIVERSAL WEBWORKS, 
UOJN89, UPWARUNIQUE, US AUSTIN, UYOULUOPIUPIN, VAILOCEN 
FREDOM BETALL, VALERIE J ANDERSON, VANNFORS, VBVXC, VCBA  
VCJTUIYERTE, VEIRONGER BABY'S, VJGHTYS, VNFJHNKV, VSX 
MURTI, WALLEEE75, WANDERFOLL LOVELY INAFVE, WANGFAN6673  
WANGHUIJIE5917, WANGQIN868, WANGYUNCHANG7696, WARREN L 
HUGES, WAUNETTA, WEICHENPEN, WEIQWE, WFH14, WNJSA, 
WUGAOPINGXING, WUYONGJI7803, XENIA_JIANG, XIACANGPIEBXC, 
XIAOXUN147, XINYAJU43921, XUEDONGDONG1479, XUEYANLI19153, 
XUJIASUO1081, YAMGJINGJING9163, YANFEI5252, YANGXINGJUN8, 
YANZHIPING17367, YEUSE, YIKEBING4002, YONGJIEFENKG, 
YOUNGHEART901, YRSIOF, YUAN ZHENG SHOP, YUANXIAPOSAK, 
YUNCK, ZHANGCUNGUANG9228, ZHANGHELONG880123, 
ZHANGJINHAO74216, ZHANGXIANWEI53, ZHANGYUNFEI8013, 
ZHANGZENGYUE3758, ZHAOWENBO06317, ZHAOXUAN0470, 
ZHENGZHIYUAN3262, ZHIBAQIANHUIZOF, ZHONGGEI, 
ZHOUYUHAO0207, ZHUMINGWEI4468, AIYISHIQIN, ANGELESCA, 
ANNA L VICTORIA, ASORISMEL, ASTORIOPKH, BELLEELAI, BRIARLY  
BTKOGJ, BXHAAXHK, COLDJHV, COOLSTORES, CSFDDX, 
CUIHAIJUN86, CUPCAKES & CAKERY, DOERR76SHOP, EASE LIFE 
LIKE, EEALAE, ELLYN J FULKS, EXILESHOP, GGWAEY, HELOFLY, 
HOG NAVIGATIONS, HUYINDI668, HYDRONAUTS, 
JIANGCHENGNA668, JINMINGZHI STORE, JOHN M MENDEZ, 
KANGFUYONGEFI, KASPER196, LIJINFEI668, LISCUPCAK, LIUKAIKNV, 
LIWANXI, LIXIANGNAN886, LPOINJUIS, LSPEOR254F, 
MAXMXXXXXXXXX90, MINGXINGBIAOYEYOUXIANGONGSIa/k/a 
MINGXING WATCH INDUSTRY CO., LTD., MTAOSN, OBEMB, OYSTER 
ACOUSTICS, PANTYING4010, PASSPORTFUTURE, QIBIN84961, 
QINTAOZHANGQA, QWERTTT, QWERTYQQQ, RESOLV TRING, 
RICHARFROG, RXTXDNHUA, SHANBENQIANG86, 
SHENZHENLILIYOUXIANGONGSI a/k/a SHENZHEN LILI CO., LTD., 
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SHENZHENYIMEISHIYOUXIANGONGSI a/k/a SHENZHEN YIMEISHI CO.  
LTD., SHOPMOLINA, SOMSOM2543, SUGACAT, TANGZHIGUANG668, 
TOM TRAVEL, TRAKERSHOP, VFGKFMF, WANGCHAO516878509, 
WANGHUIL, WANGMENGTING5680, WANGRUNZE715, WANGSUO0218  
WANGYUNYUN1853, WANGZIJIAN7791, WEGAVOX, WEILIQIANG2240, 
WEIYATAO660, WEIZHIQIANG0482, WINNINGMOS11, XIAOYA4829, 
XIGBIUNG396, XIRUI520, XUELINGNAN, XUQINGUANG, 
XUYINGAO4409, YANGHUILIANG9308, YEOW9857, YOUZHIHAO0285, 
ZHANGHONGJIAN1646, ZHQIANGQI6713, ZLPVFJCHENG, 
ZONGGAIQIN, BUSINESSWATCH STORE, COINMEDALKING STORE, 
GREATSHENG STORE, HIGH QUALITY WATCH & STRAP STORE, 
INTIME STORE, LUCKYWATCHES STORE, LUKIN LUKIN STORE, 
LUXURIOURS WATCH STORE, MM WATCH STORE, NOOB FACTORY 
STORE, NOOBV3 WATCH STORE, PROFESSIONAL SWISS-WATCHES 
STORE, ROBERT STORE, SHOP5798812 STORE, SHOP911043157 STORE, 
SHOP911186200 STORE, SHOP911234009 STORE, SHOP911813074 STORE, 
SOUVENIR COIN~DISCOUNT STORE, SUPERWATCH STORE, TREND 
FOREFRONT STORE, UCLOS WATCH STORE, VERY-GOOD-WATCH 
STORE, V-TIME STORE, XIANYU 97 STORE, XIAODIGUA STORE, 
YULYNA FASHION OFFICIAL STORE, AAASUPER a/k/a MEN WATCH, 
BEST_WATCH_FACTORY, CARRYWATCHNO1, 
CHINA_WATCH_FACTORY3, CHINA_WATCH_FACTORY5, 
ETERNITY_WATCH_SHOP, GOOD-ROIEXX, GUYIFEIXING, 
HELLO_WATCH, JASON007, JUKAIZOU, KEKE2008, LIULA02865401, 
LIULA820704, LIULANGDIQIU, LUCKY_WATCH, LUCKYWATCH002, 
LUXURY_WRISTWATCHES, LUXURYTOPWATCH, LUXUSUHR, 
MICHAELTRAVIS, NOBLENESSOO, NOOB_FACTORY_STORE, 
OKAY2019, OKAYWATCH, OTOMATIK_IZLE, PERFECTWATCH, 
ROLEX2017 a/k/a GOODWATCHSTORE, RR1288, SHAOMEIWANG, 
SMILEDREAM, TOPCLONE_WATCH, VAKCAK, VIVIGOOD, 
WANGWANGZOU, WATCHFINDER, WIESAWATCH, WUDAZHUANG, 
ZHOU123123, and ZOUSENSEN, each an Individual, Business Entity, or 
Unincorporated Association, 

 
Defendants. 

_______________________________________________________________/ 
 

AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

Plaintiffs, Audemars Piguet Holding SA, Breitling SA, Breitling U.S.A. Inc., Hublot SA, 

Genève, Compagnie des Montres Longines, Francillon S.A., Omega SA, Patek Philippe SA 

Geneve, Henri Stern Watch Agency, Inc., Pamp SA, Turlen Holding SA, Tissot SA, LVMH 

Swiss Manufactures SA, and Manufacture et Fabrique de Montres et Chronometres Ulysse 
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Nardin Le Locle S.A. (collectively “Plaintiffs”), hereby sue Defendants, Individuals, Business 

Entities, and Unincorporated Associations in the caption, which are set forth identified on 

Schedule “A” (collectively “Defendants”).  Defendants are promoting, selling, offering for sale, 

and/or distributing goods within this district using counterfeits and confusingly similar imitations 

of Plaintiffs’ trademarks within this district through various Internet based e-commerce stores 

and commercial Internet websites operating under their seller identities and domain names set 

forth on Schedule “A” hereto (the “Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names”). In support of their 

claims, Plaintiffs allege as follows: 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This is an action for federal trademark counterfeiting and infringement, false 

designation of origin, common law unfair competition, and common law trademark 

infringement, pursuant to 15 U.S.C. §§ 1114, 1116, and 1125(a), The All Writs Act, 28 U.S.C. § 

1651(a), and Florida’s common law. Accordingly, this Court has subject matter jurisdiction over 

this action pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1121 and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338. This Court has 

supplemental jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367 over Plaintiffs’ state law claims because 

those claims are so related to the federal claims that they form part of the same case or 

controversy.   

2. Defendants are subject to personal jurisdiction in this district, because they direct 

business activities toward and conduct business with consumers throughout the United States, 

including within the State of Florida and this district through at least the Internet based e-

commerce stores or fully interactive commercial Internet websites accessible in Florida and 

operating under the Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names. Alternatively, Defendants are subject 

to personal jurisdiction in this district pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4(k)(2) 
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because (i) Defendants are not subject to jurisdiction in any state’s court of general jurisdiction; 

and (ii) exercising jurisdiction is consistent with the United States Constitution and laws. 

3. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 since Defendants are, 

upon information and belief, aliens engaged in infringing activities and causing harm within this 

district by advertising, offering to sell, selling, and/or shipping infringing products into this 

district. 

THE PLAINTIFFS 

4. Audemars Piguet Holding SA (“Audemars Piguet”) is a societe anonyme 

organized under the laws of Switzerland with its principal place of business located in Le 

Brassus, Switzerland. Audemars Piguet, through and in connection with related companies, 

designs, manufactures, markets, and sells watches and related goods throughout the world, 

including within this district, under multiple world-famous common law and federally registered 

trademarks including the trademarks identified in Paragraph 27 below. 

5. Breitling SA, is a societe anonyme organized under the laws of Switzerland with 

its principal place of business located in Grenchen, Switzerland. Breitling U.S.A. Inc. (“Breitling 

USA”) is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Connecticut with its 

principal place of business in the United States in Wilton, Connecticut.  Breitling USA is a 

subsidiary of Breitling SA and is the exclusive distributor of Breitling brand watches in the 

United States.  Breitling USA and Breitling SA are collectively referred to herein as “Breitling.”  

Breitling designs, manufactures, markets, and sells watches and related goods throughout the 

world, including within this district, under multiple world-famous common law and federally 

registered trademarks including the trademarks identified in Paragraph 33 below. 
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6. Hublot SA, Genève (“Hublot”) is a societe anonyme organized under the laws of 

Switzerland with a principal place of business in Geneve, Switzerland.  Hublot, through and in 

connection with related companies, designs, manufactures, markets, and sells watches and 

related goods throughout the world, including within this district, under multiple world-famous 

common law and federally registered trademarks including the trademarks identified in 

Paragraph 38 below. 

7. Compagnie des Montres Longines, Francillon S.A. (“Longines”) is a corporation 

organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland with its principal place of business located 

in Saint-Imier, Switzerland.  Longines manufactures, markets, and sells watches and related 

goods throughout the world, including within this district, under multiple world-famous common 

law and federally registered trademarks including the trademarks identified in Paragraph 44 

below. 

8. Omega SA (“Omega”) is a societe anonyme organized under the laws of 

Switzerland with its principal place of business located in Bienne, Switzerland.  Omega 

manufactures, markets, and sells watches and related goods throughout the world, including 

within this district, under multiple world-famous common law and federally registered 

trademarks including the trademarks identified in Paragraph 50 below. 

9. Patek Philippe SA Geneve, is a societe anonyme organized under the laws of 

Switzerland with its principal place of business located in Geneva, Switzerland. Henri Stern 

Watch Agency, Inc.  (“Henri Stern”) is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of 

the State of New York with its principal place of business in the United States New York, New 

York.  Henri Stern is a subsidiary of Patek Philippe SA Geneve and is the exclusive importer and 

distributor of Patek Philippe brand watches in the United States.  Patek Philippe SA Geneve and 
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Henri Stern are collectively referred to herein as “Patek Philippe.”  Patek Philippe designs, 

develops, markets, and sells watches and related goods throughout the world, including within 

this district, under multiple world-famous common law and federally registered trademarks 

including the trademarks identified in Paragraph 56 below. 

10. Pamp SA (“Pamp”) is a societe anonyme organized under the laws of Switzerland 

with its principal place of business located in Castel San Pietro, Switzerland. Pamp, through and 

in connection with related companies, manufactures, markets, and sells precious metals products, 

including semi-finished precious metals products for the watch industries, throughout the world, 

including within this district, under multiple world-famous common law and federally registered 

trademarks including the trademarks identified in Paragraph 62 below. 

11. Turlen Holding SA (“Turlen”) is a societe anonyme organized under the laws of 

Switzerland with its principal place of business located in Les Breuleux, Switzerland. Turlen, 

through and in connection with related companies manufactures, markets, and sells watches and 

related goods throughout the world, including within this district, under multiple world-famous 

common law and federally registered trademarks including the trademark identified in Paragraph 

68 below. 

12. Tissot SA (“Tissot”) is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of 

Switzerland with its principal place of business located in Le Locle, Switzerland.  Tissot 

manufactures, markets, and sells watches and related goods throughout the world, including 

within this district, under multiple world-famous common law and federally registered 

trademarks including the trademarks identified in Paragraph 74 below. 

13. LVMH Swiss Manufactures SA (“LVMH”) is a societe anonyme organized under 

the laws of Switzerland with a principal place of business in La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland. 
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LVMH, through and in connection with related companies manufactures, markets, and sells 

watches and related goods throughout the world, including within this district, under multiple 

world-famous common law and federally registered trademarks including the trademarks 

identified in Paragraphs 79 and 80 below. 

14. Manufacture et Fabrique de Montres et Chronometres Ulysse Nardin Le Locle 

S.A. (“Ulysse Nardin”) is a societe anonyme organized under the laws of Switzerland with a 

principal place of business in Le Locle, Switzerland. Ulysse Nardin, through and in connection 

with related companies manufactures, markets, and sells watches and related goods throughout 

the world, including within this district, under multiple world-famous common law and federally 

registered trademarks including the trademarks identified in Paragraph 86 below. 

15. Each Plaintiff is a member of the Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry FH 

(“the Federation”), a non-profit trade association with its principal place of business in Bienne, 

Switzerland.  The Federation and its predecessors have been protecting the interests of the Swiss 

watch industry for more than 150 years.  The Federation is the Swiss watch industry's leading 

trade association with nearly 500 members, representing more than 90% of Swiss firms active in 

the production and sale of watches, clocks and components.  In 1999, the Federation created the 

Anti-Counterfeiting Group, which was established to combat common sources of counterfeit 

goods which cause a common harm to its members’ respective brands, individually and to the 

Swiss watch industry in its entirety, which results in further harm to each member’s brand.  Since 

1999, the Federation through its anti-counterfeiting division, has worked with international law 

enforcement and government agencies to conduct raids and investigations of counterfeit 

operations, as well as raise public awareness regarding the issue. The aim of the Federation is to 

contribute to the protection and development of the Swiss Watch Industry, to represent the latter 
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to the Swiss authorities and to foreign and international authorities, and to defend the interests of 

its members on a judicial level.   

16. The Federation is authorized by the Swiss government to enforce the standards 

established by Swiss law concerning the geographical origin and quality associated with Swiss 

watches.  As part of its efforts to protect the use the Swiss geographical designation for watches, 

the Federation obtained certification trademarks for the terms Swiss and Swiss Made 

(collectively, “Swiss Marks”), which are valid and registered on the Principal Register of the 

United States Patent and Trademark Office and are used in connection with watches and other 

horological instruments of Swiss origin.  The Federation’s members, including Plaintiffs, expend 

substantial resources ensuring that their genuine goods meet the exacting standards established 

by the Federation as part of a combined effort to guarantee that consumers can expect certain 

quality attributes from watches, including components thereof, permitted to use the Swiss and 

Swiss Made Marks in combination with Plaintiffs’ own marks. 

17. Plaintiffs’ goods are sold through various channels of trade within the State of 

Florida, including this district. Defendants, through the sale and offer to sell counterfeit and 

infringing versions of Plaintiffs’ branded products, are directly and unfairly competing with each 

Plaintiffs’ economic interests in the United States, including within the State of Florida and 

causing each Plaintiff irreparable harm within this jurisdiction. 

18. Like many other famous trademark owners, Plaintiffs suffer ongoing daily and 

sustained violations of their respective trademark rights at the hands of counterfeiters and 

infringers, such as Defendants herein, who wrongfully reproduce and counterfeit Plaintiffs’ 

respective trademarks for the twin purposes of (i) duping and confusing the consuming public 

and (ii) earning substantial profits across their e-commerce stores. The natural and intended 
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byproduct of Defendants’ combined actions is the erosion and destruction of the goodwill 

associated with Plaintiffs’ respective famous names and trademarks, as well as the destruction of 

the legitimate market sector in which they operate. 

19. To combat the indivisible harm caused by the combined actions of Defendants 

and others engaging in similar conduct, each year Plaintiffs expend significant resources in 

connection with trademark enforcement efforts, including legal fees, investigative fees, and 

support mechanisms for law enforcement such as field training guides and seminars. The 

exponential growth of counterfeiting over the Internet, particularly through online marketplace 

and social media platforms, has created an environment that require companies such as Plaintiffs 

to expend significant resources across a wide spectrum of efforts in order to protect both 

consumers and themselves from the confusion and the erosion of the goodwill embodied in 

Plaintiffs’ respective brands. 

THE DEFENDANTS 

20. Defendants are individuals, business entities of unknown makeup, or 

unincorporated associations each of whom, upon information and belief, either reside and/or 

operate in foreign jurisdictions, redistribute products from the same or similar sources in those 

locations, and/or ship their goods from the same or similar sources in those locations to shipping 

and fulfillment centers within the United States to redistribute their products from those 

locations.  Defendants have the capacity to be sued pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

17(b).  Defendants target their business activities toward consumers throughout the United 

States, including within this district, through the operation of commercial Internet based e-

commerce stores via the Internet marketplace websites under the Seller IDs or the fully 

Interactive commercial Internet websites under the Subject Domain Names.  
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21. Defendants use aliases in conjunction with the operation of their businesses, 

including but not limited to those identified by Defendant Number on Schedule “A.”  

22. Defendants are the past and/or present controlling forces behind the sale of 

products using counterfeits and infringements of Plaintiffs’ trademarks as described. 

23. Defendants directly engage in unfair competition with Plaintiffs by advertising, 

offering for sale, and selling goods each using counterfeits and infringements of one or more of 

Plaintiffs’ respective trademarks to consumers within the United States and this district through 

Internet based e-commerce stores or commercial Internet websites using, at least, the Seller IDs 

and Subject Domain Names as well as additional seller identification aliases or domain names 

not yet known to Plaintiffs.  Defendants have purposefully directed some portion of their illegal 

activities towards consumers in the State of Florida through the advertisement, offer to sell, sale, 

and/or shipment of counterfeit and infringing branded versions of one or more of Plaintiffs’ 

goods into the State.   

24. Defendants have registered, established, or purchased, and maintained the Seller 

IDs and Subject Domain Names. Defendants may have engaged in fraudulent conduct with 

respect to the registration of the Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names by providing false and/or 

misleading information during the registration or maintenance process related to their respective 

Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names. Many Defendants have registered and/or maintained 

their Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names for the sole purpose of engaging in unlawful 

infringing and counterfeiting activities. 

25. Defendants will likely continue to register or acquire new seller identification 

aliases and domain names, as well as related payment accounts, for the purpose of selling and 
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offering for sale goods using counterfeit and confusingly similar imitations of one or more of 

Plaintiffs’ trademarks unless preliminarily and permanently enjoined. 

26. Defendants’ Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names, associated payment 

accounts, and any other alias seller identification names and domain names, used in connection 

with the sale of counterfeit and infringing goods using one or more of Plaintiffs’ trademarks are 

essential components of Defendants’ online activities and are the means by which Defendants 

further their counterfeiting and infringement scheme and cause harm to Plaintiffs.  Moreover, 

Defendants are using one or more of Plaintiffs’ respective famous names and/or trademarks to 

drive Internet consumer traffic to their e-commerce stores and websites operating under the 

Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names, thereby increasing the value of the Seller IDs and Subject 

Domain Names and decreasing the size and value of Plaintiffs’ legitimate marketplace at 

Plaintiffs’ expense. 

COMMON FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

Audemars Piguet’s Rights 

27. Audemars Piguet is the owner of the following trademarks which are valid and 

registered on the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the 

“Audemars Piguet Marks”): 

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

AUDEMARS 
PIGUET 913,296 June 8, 1971 IC 014.Watch straps, and jewelry. 

 
965,112 July 31, 1973 IC 014.  Watches and clocks and parts 

thereof 
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AUDEMARS 
PIGUET 1,591,934 April 17, 1990 

IC 014 - watches, clocks, stop watches, 
time recorders, chronometers, 
chronographs, watch movements, and parts 
of all the foregoing. 

 
2,866,069 July 27, 2004 

IC 014. Watches, wristwatches, [ 
chronometers, ] chronographs for use as 
watches, watch faces and cases, all the 
aforesaid goods being of Swiss origin 

 
2,873,707 August 17, 2004 IC 014. namely, watch cases, watch bands, 

watches, wristwatches 

ROYAL OAK 2,885,834 September 21, 
2004 

IC 014. watch cases, watch bands, watches, 
wristwatches 

 
3,480,826 May 20, 2008 

IC 014. Cuff links, pendants; jewelry, 
bijouterie, timepieces, namely, watches, 
watch making materials, namely, alarm 
clocks, chronographs for use as timepieces 
and watches, dials for clock-and-watch 
making, boxes, caskets and cases for 
timepieces and jewelry 

 3,696,017 October 13, 
2009 

IC 014.  timepieces, namely, watches, 
wristwatches, clocks, chronographs for use 
as watches, watch straps; clock dials, watch 
cases 

 
4,683,263 February 10, 

2015 

IC 014. Precious metals and alloys thereof 
and goods made of precious metals or 
coated therewith, namely, cufflinks, 
pendants, watches, alarm clocks, 
chronographs for use as timepieces and 
watches, dials for clock-and-watch making, 
boxes, caskets and cases for timepieces and 
jewelry, key rings of precious metal; 
jewelry; precious stones; timepieces and 
chronometric instruments 

 4,865,091  December 8, 
2015 

IC 014. Jewelry, timepieces and 
chronometric instruments 

The Audemars Piguet Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of 

high-quality goods in the category identified above.  True and correct copies of the Certificates 

of Registration for the Audemars Piguet Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “1.” 
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28. Long before Defendants began their infringing activities complained of herein, 

the Audemars Piguet Marks have been used Audemars Piguet in interstate commerce to identify 

and distinguish Audemars Piguet’s high-quality goods for an extended period of time and serve 

as symbols of Audemars Piguet’s quality, reputation and goodwill.  

29. Audemars Piguet and related companies expend substantial resources developing, 

advertising and otherwise promoting the Audemars Piguet Marks.  Audemars Piguet and related 

companies have expended enormous resources to extensively advertise and promote products 

under the Audemars Piguet Marks in magazines, newspapers, on the Internet and in other media 

worldwide, including the official Audemars Piguet website, www.audemarspiguet.com.  The 

Audemars Piguet Marks qualify as famous marks as that term is used in 15 U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

30. Further, Audemars Piguet and related companies extensively use, advertise, and 

promote the Audemars Piguet Marks in the United States in connection with the sale of high-

quality goods.  As a result of these efforts, the Audemars Piguet Marks are widely recognized 

trademarks in the United States, and the trademarks have achieved secondary meaning among 

consumers as identifiers of high-quality goods. 

31. Audemars Piguet has carefully monitored and policed the use of the Audemars 

Piguet Marks and has never assigned or licensed the Audemars Piguet Marks to any of the 

Defendants in this matter. 

32. Genuine goods bearing the Audemars Piguet Marks are widely legitimately 

advertised and promoted by Audemars Piguet and related companies, authorized distributors, and 

unrelated third parties via the Internet.  Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet search 

engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and Bing is important to Audemars Piguet’s overall marketing 

and consumer education efforts. Thus, Audemars Piguet and related companies expend 
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significant monetary and other resources on Internet marketing and consumer education, 

including search engine optimization (“SEO”) and search engine marketing (“SEM”) strategies. 

Those strategies allow Audemars Piguet and its authorized retailers to educate consumers fairly 

and legitimately about the value associated with the Audemars Piguet Marks and the goods sold 

thereunder. 

Breitling’s Rights 

33. Breitling is the owner of the following trademarks which are valid and registered 

on the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the “Breitling 

Marks”): 

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

 526,421 June 13, 1950 IC 014. WATCHES AND CLOCKS 

CHRONOMAT 1,909,931 August 8, 1995 IC 014.  watches, clocks and parts thereof; 
jewelry; precious gemstones. 

NAVITIMER 1,923,563 October 3, 1995 IC 014. watches, clocks, and parts thereof 
[ ; jewelry; and precious gemstones ]. 

BREITLING 
COLT 2,302,375 December 21, 

1999 IC 014. watches. 

 
2,352,162 May 23, 2000 

IC 014. horological instruments and 
chronometrical instruments, namely, 
watches, wrist-watches, straps for wrist-
watches and watchcases, travel clocks, 
clocks, chronographs, chronometers. 

AVENGER 2,572,724 May 28, 2002 

IC 014. Horological instruments and 
chronometrical instruments, namely, 
watches, wrist-watches, [ straps for wrist-
watches, watchcases, ] clocks and parts 
thereof, chronographs for use as watches 
and chronometers. 

BREITLING 2,964,474 July 5, 2005 IC 014 - horological instruments and 
chronometrical instruments, namely, 
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watches, wrist-watches straps for wrist-
watches, watchcases, clocks, 
chronographs, chronometers, and parts 
thereof. 
IC 025 - caps, scarves t-shirts, shirts, 
sweatshirts, polo shirts, jackets, pilot 
jackets, bomber's jackets, parka jackets. 

SUPEROCEAN 3,171,794 November 14, 
2006 

IC 014. [ Jewellery, precious stones; ] 
timepieces and chronometric instruments, 
namely, watches, watchbands, 
chronometers, chronographs for use as 
watches. 

AEROSPACE 3,189,697 December 26, 
2006 

IC 014. [ Jewelry, precious stones; ] 
timepieces and chronometric instruments, 
namely, watches, [ watchbands, ] 
chronometers, chronographs for use as 
watches [, clocks ]. 

TRANSOCEAN 3,228,245  April 10, 2007 

IC 014. [ Jewellery, precious stones; ] 
timepieces and chronometric instruments, 
namely, watches, watchbands, 
chronometers, chronographs for use as 
watches [, clocks ]. 

MONTBRILLANT 3,280,243 August 14, 
2007 

IC 014. [ Jewellery, precious stones, ] 
timepieces and chronometric instruments, 
namely, watches, watchbands, 
chronometers, chronographs for use as 
watches [, clocks ] 

 3,377,049 February 5, 
2008 

IC 014. timepieces and chronometric 
instruments, namely, watches, 
watchbands, chronometers, chronographs 
for use as watches. 

BREITLING 4,054,492 November 15, 
2011 

IC 016. Printed matter, namely, books, 
paper catalogues, [ printed price lists, ] 
and press books in the field of horological 
instruments, aviation and aerospace; 
printed sales manuals; printed training 
course manuals in the field of horological 
instruments, aviation and aerospace; table 
name cards, menu cards, cardboards, 
postcards, adhesive paper notes, writing 
pads, writing paper, envelopes, visiting 
cards, cardboard coasters for glasses; 
stationery, pens, ball-point pens, diaries in 
the nature of agendas, paper diary refills; 
document folders 
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IC 018. Travel bags, backpacks, suitcases, 
clothes bags for travel, attaché cases, 
luggage labels made of plastic and 
imitation leather,[ purses, ] credit card and 
business card cases, [ cases for CDs made 
of imitation leather, ] cases for watches 
IC 028.Golf balls * and * [, golf bags, 
tennis bags; ] scale model aircraft 

The Breitling Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of high-quality 

goods in the category identified above. True and correct copies of the Certificates of Registration 

for the Breitling Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “2.” 

34. Long before Defendants began their infringing activities complained of herein, 

the Breitling Marks have been used in interstate commerce to identify and distinguish Breitling’s 

high-quality goods for an extended period of time and serve as symbols of Breitling’s quality, 

reputation and goodwill.  

35. Breitling expends substantial resources developing, advertising and otherwise 

promoting the Breitling Marks.  Breitling has expended enormous resources to extensively 

advertise and promote products under the Breitling Marks in magazines, newspapers, on the 

Internet and in other media worldwide, including the official Breitling website, 

www.breitling.com.  The Breitling Marks qualify as famous marks as that term is used in 15 

U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

36. Further, Breitling extensively uses, advertises, and promotes the Breitling Marks 

in the United States in connection with the sale of high-quality goods.  As a result of these 

efforts, the Breitling Marks are widely recognized trademarks in the United States, and the 

trademarks have achieved secondary meaning among consumers as identifiers of high-quality 

goods. 
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37. Breitling has carefully monitored and policed the use of the Breitling Marks and 

has never assigned or licensed the Breitling Marks to any of the Defendants in this matter. 

Genuine Breitling branded goods are widely legitimately advertised and promoted by Breitling, 

authorized distributors and unrelated third parties via the Internet.  Visibility on the Internet, 

particularly via Internet search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and Bing is important to 

Breitling’s overall marketing and consumer education efforts.  Thus, Breitling expends 

significant monetary and other resources on Internet marketing and consumer education, 

including SEO and SEM strategies.  Those strategies allow Breitling and its authorized retailers 

to educate consumers fairly and legitimately about the value associated with the Breitling Marks 

and the goods sold thereunder. 

Hublot’s Rights 

38. Hublot is the owner of the following trademarks which are valid and registered on 

the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the “Hublot Marks”): 

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

 
1,222,529 January 4, 1983 

IC 014. Watches and Clocks and Parts 
Therefor; Chronometers; Chronographs; 
Costume Jewelry and Jewelry Made 
Wholly or in Part of Precious Metals  

BIG BANG 3,149,003 September 26, 
2006 

IC 014: Timepieces and chronometric 
instruments and parts thereof namely 
watch cases, watch bands, watches used as 
chronographs, watches used as 
chronoscopes, chronometers, watches, 
wristwatches, dress watches, diving 
watches, movements for clocks and 
watches, movements for watches 

 
3,715,561 November 24, 

2009 

IC 014: Jewellery; horological and 
chronometric instruments, namely, 
watches, wristwatches, watchbands, watch 
cases, dials, clocks, wall clocks, 
chronometers, chronographs 
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The Hublot Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of high-quality 

goods in the category identified above.  True and correct copies of the Certificates of 

Registration for the Hublot Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “3.” 

39. Long before Defendants began their infringing activities complained of herein, 

the Hublot Marks have been used by Hublot in interstate commerce to identify and distinguish 

Hublot’s high-quality goods for an extended period of time and serve as symbols of Hublot’s 

quality, reputation, and goodwill.   

40. Hublot and related companies expend substantial resources developing, 

advertising and otherwise promoting the Hublot Marks.  Hublot and related companies have 

expended enormous resources to extensively advertise and promote products under the Hublot 

Marks in magazines, newspapers, on the Internet and in other media worldwide, including the 

official Hublot website, www.hublot.com.  The Hublot Marks qualify as famous marks as that 

term is used in 15 U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

41. Further, Hublot and related companies extensively use, advertise, and promote the 

Hublot Marks in the United States in connection with the sale of high-quality goods.  As a result, 

the Hublot Marks are widely recognized trademarks in the United States, and the trademarks 

have achieved secondary meaning among consumers as identifiers of high-quality goods. 

42. Hublot has carefully monitored and policed the use of the Hublot Marks and has 

never assigned or licensed the Hublot Marks to any of the Defendants in this matter. 

43. Genuine goods bearing the Hublot Marks are widely legitimately advertised and 

promoted by Hublot and related companies, authorized distributors, and unrelated third parties 

via the Internet.  Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet search engines such as 

Google, Yahoo!, and Bing is important to Hublot’s overall marketing and consumer education 
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efforts.  Thus, Hublot and related companies expend significant monetary and other resources on 

Internet marketing and consumer education, including SEO and SEM strategies.  Those 

strategies allow Hublot and its authorized retailers to educate consumers fairly and legitimately 

about the value associated with the Hublot Marks and the goods sold thereunder. 

Longines’ Rights 

44. Longines is the owner of the following trademarks which are valid and registered 

on the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the “Longines 

Marks”): 

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

 065,109 September 10, 
1907 

IC 014. Watches, parts of watches, and 
watchcases 

 668,956 
 

October 28, 
1958 

IC 014. Watches and watch movements 
and parts thereof 

 1,328,417 April 2, 1985 
IC 014.  Clocks, Watches and Parts 
Therefor, and Jewelry and Costume 
Jewelry 

 
1,377,147 January 7, 1986 IC 014. Watches and parts therefor, and 

jewelry and costume jewelry. 

The Longines Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of high-

quality goods in the category identified above.  True and correct copies of the Certificates of 

Registration for the Longines Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “4.” 

45. Long before Defendants began their infringing activities complained of herein, 

the Longines Marks have been used by Longines in interstate commerce to identify and 

distinguish Longines’ high-quality goods for an extended period of time and serve as symbols of 

Longines’ quality, reputation and goodwill.   
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46. Longines expends substantial resources developing, advertising and otherwise 

promoting the Longines Marks.  Longines and related companies have expended enormous 

resources to extensively advertise and promote products under the Longines Marks in magazines, 

newspapers, in stores, on the Internet and in other media worldwide, including the official 

Longines website, www.longines.com.  The Longines Marks qualify as famous marks as that 

term is used in 15 U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

47. Further, Longines extensively uses, advertises, and promotes the Longines Marks 

in the United States in connection with the sale of high-quality goods.  As a result, the Longines 

Marks are widely recognized trademarks in the United States, and the trademarks have achieved 

secondary meaning among consumers as identifiers of high-quality goods. 

48. Longines has carefully monitored and policed the use of the Longines Marks and 

has never assigned or licensed the Longines Marks to any of the Defendants in this matter. 

49. Genuine goods bearing the Longines Marks are widely legitimately advertised 

and promoted by Longines and related companies, authorized distributors, and unrelated third 

parties via the Internet.  Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet search engines such as 

Google, Yahoo!, and Bing is important to Longines’ overall marketing and consumer education 

efforts.  Thus, Longines and related companies expend significant monetary and other resources 

on Internet marketing and consumer education, including SEO and SEM strategies.  Those 

strategies allow Longines and its authorized retailers to educate consumers fairly and 

legitimately about the value associated with the Longines Marks and the goods sold thereunder. 

Omega’s Rights 

50. Omega is the owner of the following trademarks which are valid and registered on 

the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the “Omega Marks”): 
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Trademark Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

 
25,036 July 24, 1894 IC 014. Watch movements and watch cases 

SEAMASTER 556,602 March 25, 1952 IC 014. Watches, watch parts and watch 
movements. 

 566,370 November 4, 
1952 IC 014. Watches and parts thereof. 

 
578,041 July 28, 1953 

IC 014. watches (including pocket watches, 
wrist watches with or without straps, bands 
or bracelets, pendant watches, calendar 
watches, and stopwatches) either stem-wind 
or automatic; clocks; chronometers, 
chronographs, and parts for all of the 
foregoing. 

SPEEDMASTER 672,487 January 13, 
1959 IC 014. Watches and clocks. 

 
734,891 July 24, 1962 IC 014. Timepieces and Parts Thereof. 

CONSTELLATION 1,223,349 January 11, 
1983 IC 014. Watches and Parts Thereof 

 
1,290,661 August 21, 1984 IC 014. Watch Cases [ , Watch Chains, and 

Watch Stands Sold as a Unit with Watches ] 

DE VILLE 1,309,929 December 18, 
1984 

IC 014. Watches, Wrist Watches, Portfolio 
Watches, Pendant Watches, and Miniature 
Clocks; and Parts Thereof 

 
1,776,436  June 15, 1993 IC 014. Watches 

 
1,827,397 March 22, 

1994 IC 014. Watches 

PLANET OCEAN 3,085,659 April 25, 2006 IC 014. Watches and watch parts. 
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BROAD ARROW 3,418,186 April 29, 2008 

IC 014. Watches, [ watch straps, watch 
bracelets and parts thereof; ] chronometers, 
chronographs, watches made of precious 
metals, watches partly or entirely set with 
precious stones. 

SEAMASTER 3,640,080 June 16, 2009 IC 014. Jewelry, [ precious stones; ] 
horological and chronometrical instruments. 

 
3,757,932 March 9, 2010 IC 014. [jewelry and precious stones;] 

horological and chronometric instruments. 

AQUA TERRA 4,299,644 March 12, 2013 

IC 014. Watches, watch straps, watch 
bracelets and parts thereof, chronometers, 
chronographs for use as watches, watches 
made of precious metals, watches partly or 
entirely set with precious stones. 

CO-AXIAL 4,442,192 December 3, 
2013 

IC 014. Horological and chronometric 
instruments. 

DARK SIDE OF THE 
MOON 4,735,993 May 12, 2015 IC 014. Horological and chronometric 

instruments. 

 
5,094,915 December 6, 

2016 

IC 014. Horological and chronometric 
instruments and parts for the aforesaid 
goods; accessories namely, watch chains, 
presentation cases for watches and cases for 
watches. 

CO-AXIAL 
MASTER 

CHRONOMETER 
5,266,563 August 15, 2017 IC 014. horological and chronometric 

instruments 

PLANET OCEAN 
DEEP BLACK 5,311,727 October 17, 

2017 
IC 014. horological and chronometric 
instruments 

 
5,383,161 January 23, 

2018 
IC 014. horological and chronometric 
instruments 

The Omega Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of high-quality 

goods in the category identified above.  True and correct copies of the Certificates of 

Registration for the Omega Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “5.” 
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51. Long before Defendants began their infringing activities complained of herein, 

the Omega Marks have been used by Omega in interstate commerce to identify and distinguish 

Omega’s high-quality goods for an extended period of time and serve as a symbol of Omega’s 

quality, reputation and goodwill.   

52. Omega expends substantial resources developing, advertising and otherwise 

promoting the Omega Mark.  Omega and related companies have expended enormous resources 

to extensively advertise and promote products under the Omega Marks in magazines, 

newspapers, on the Internet and in other media worldwide, including the official Omega website, 

www.omegawatches.com. The Omega Marks qualify as famous marks as that term is used in 15 

U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

53. Further, Omega extensively uses, advertises, and promotes the Omega Marks in 

the United States in connection with the sale of high-quality goods.  As a result, the Omega 

Marks are widely recognized trademarks in the United States, and the trademarks have achieved 

secondary meaning among consumers as identifiers of high-quality goods. 

54. Omega has carefully monitored and policed the use of the Omega Marks and has 

never assigned or licensed the Omega Marks to any of the Defendants in this matter. 

55. Genuine goods bearing the Omega Marks are widely legitimately advertised and 

promoted by Omega and related companies, authorized distributors, and unrelated third parties 

via the Internet.  Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet search engines such as 

Google, Yahoo!, and Bing is important to Omega’s overall marketing and consumer education 

efforts.  Thus, Omega and related companies expend significant monetary and other resources on 

Internet marketing and consumer education, including SEO and SEM strategies.  Those 
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strategies allow Omega and its authorized retailers to educate consumers fairly and legitimately 

about the value associated with the Omega Marks and the goods sold thereunder. 

Patek Philippe’s Rights 

56. Patek Philippe is the owner of the following trademarks which are valid and 

registered on the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the “Patek 

Philippe Marks”): 

Trademark Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

PATEK PHILIPPE 520,291 January 24, 
1950 IC 014 - watches. 

PATEK PHILIPPE 764,655 February 11, 
1964 IC 014. Leather Straps for Wrist Watches 

CALATRAVA 1,919,597 September 19, 
1995 

IC 014. precious metals and their alloys 
and goods in precious metals or coated 
therewith, namely jewelry, precious 
stones, horological and chonometric 
instruments, namely watches, clocks and 
chronometers for use as watches 

AQUANAUT 2,804,346 January 13, 
2004 

IC 014. [ Precious metals and their alloys; 
] goods formed of precious metals or 
coated with precious metals, namely, 
watches, wristwatches, watch cases, watch 
bands, watch straps, [ bracelets, cuff links 
and necklaces; jewelry, precious stones, 
namely, diamonds and gemstones; ] 
horological and chronometric instruments, 
namely, watches, wristwatches, clocks and 
chronometers 

The Patek Philippe Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of high-

quality goods in the category identified above. True and correct copies of the Certificates of 

Registration for the Patek Philippe Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “6.” 

57. Long before Defendants began their infringing activities complained of herein, 

the Patek Philippe Marks have been used in interstate commerce to identify and distinguish Patek 
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Philippe’s high-quality goods for an extended period of time and serve as symbols of Patek 

Philippe’s quality, reputation and goodwill.  

58. Patek Philippe expends substantial resources developing, advertising and 

otherwise promoting the Patek Philippe Marks.  Patek Philippe has expended enormous 

resources to extensively advertise and promote products under the Patek Philippe Marks in 

magazines, newspapers, on the Internet and in other media worldwide, including the official 

Patek Philippe website, www.patek.com.  The Patek Philippe Marks qualify as famous marks as 

that term is used in 15 U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

59. Further, Patek Philippe extensively uses, advertises, and promotes the Patek 

Philippe Marks in the United States in connection with the sale of high-quality goods.  As a 

result of these efforts, the Patek Philippe Marks are widely recognized trademarks in the United 

States, and the trademarks have achieved secondary meaning among consumers as identifiers of 

high-quality goods. 

60. Patek Philippe has carefully monitored and policed the use of the Patek Philippe 

Marks and has never assigned or licensed the Patek Philippe Marks to any of the Defendants in 

this matter. 

61. Genuine Patek Philippe branded goods are widely legitimately advertised and 

promoted by Patek Philippe, authorized distributors and unrelated third parties via the Internet.  

Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and 

Bing is important to Patek Philippe’s overall marketing and consumer education efforts.  Thus, 

Patek Philippe expends significant monetary and other resources on Internet marketing and 

consumer education, including SEO and SEM strategies.  Those strategies allow Patek Philippe 
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and its authorized retailers to educate consumers fairly and legitimately about the value 

associated with the Patek Philippe Marks and the goods sold thereunder. 

Pamp’s Rights 

62. Pamp is the owner of the following trademarks which are valid and registered on 

the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the “Pamp Marks”): 

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

PAMP 1,477,592  February 23, 
1988 

IC 014.  [ articles of jewelry, namely, rings, 
bracelets, earrings, cuff links, brooches, 
chains, necklaces, medals; jewelry; time 
pieces, namely, stop watches, clocks, alarm 
clocks; ] precious and semi-precious metal 
and their alloys in [ bands, ] bars, [ leaves, 
threads, ] ingots, [ sheets, dust, ribbons and 
tubes; and coins ] 

 
1,503,810 September 13, 

1988 

IC 014.  jewelry in precious metals; precious 
metals and their alloys in the form of ingots, 
medals [ bands ] and bars 

 

1,597,361 May 22, 1990 

IC 014. articles of jewelry, small ingots of 
precious metal, precious metal sold in bulk, 
medallions and non-monetary coins made of 
precious metal 

 4,545,646 June 10, 2014 

IC 009. Apparatus for checking the 
authenticity of precious metals; * equipment 
for the authentication of goods of metal and 
documents relating thereto and * currency 
authentication apparatus [ and equipment for 
capturing the surface signature of documents 
and products in precious metal by optical 
surface authentication technology; ] scanners 
for computing; pattern recognition systems [ 
consisting ] * composed * of computer chips, 
computer hardware and software for [ use as a 
spreadsheet, word processing or in database 
management for converting data into digital 
ID ] * authenticating goods of metal and 
documents relating thereto * 
IC 035. [ Computer data gathering services, 
namely, compilation of data for business 
purposes; ] compilation of information in 
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computer databases; compilation of 
information into computer databases *, all the 
aforesaid services relating to the examination, 
production, refining, certification and 
authentication of goods of metal and for the 
authentication and certification of physical 
documents relating thereto, including cash 
and passports; computer data gathering 
services * 
IC 042. Ingot authentication and certification, 
namely, testing, analysis and evaluation of the 
ingots of others for the purpose of 
certification; computer authorization, namely, 
software authoring, design and 
implementation of software and technology 
solutions for the purpose of precious metals 
and currency products and document 
authentication and tracking, and brand 
monitoring and protection, to protect against 
counterfeiting, tampering, and diversion, and 
to ensure the integrity of genuine products 
and documents; computer authentication, 
namely, electronic document and email 
authentication services; data encryption and 
decoding services; digital certificate services, 
namely, authentication, issuance and 
validation of digital certificates; digitization 
of documents, namely, electronic scanning of 
official documents, identity card, passport; 
computer data recovery; electronic data 
backup, namely, backup services for computer 
hard drive data; computer data security 
services, namely, enforcing, restricting and 
controlling access privileges of users of 
computing resources for cloud, mobile or 
network resources based on assigned 
credentials * ; all the aforesaid services in 
connection with the examination, production, 
refining, certification and authentication of 
goods of metal and for the authentication and 
certification of physical documents relating 
thereto, including cash and passports * 
IC 045. Authentication of personal 
identification information; identification and 
verification services, namely, the provision of 
authentication of personal identification 
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information *, all the aforesaid services in 
connection with the authentication of 
passports * ; assignment of identification 
numbers to affix to valuables to facilitate 
recovery in the event of loss or theft; 
automated fraud detection services in the field 
of the authentication of items made of 
precious metal 

LADY FORTUNA 5,343,249  November 28, 
2017 

IC 014. Precious metals and their alloys and 
goods made of these materials or coated 
therewith not included in other classes, 
namely, key rings, name plates of precious 
metal, boxes of precious metal, presentation 
boxes for watches; jewelry, precious stones; 
timepieces and chronometric instruments; 
jewelry ornaments; jewelry rings; jewelry 
bracelets; earrings; cuff links; jewelry 
broaches; jewelry chains; jewelry necklaces; 
medals; charms; pendants; apparatus and 
instruments for measuring and marking time, 
not included in other classes, namely, watch 
bezels, watch dials, watch crown, watch 
hands, watch rotors; chronometers; clocks; 
watches; alarm clocks; unwrought or semi-
wrought precious metals; alloys of precious 
metal; ingots of precious metals; gold thread 
jewelry; silver thread jewelry; jewelry threads 
of precious metal; spun silver; coins, namely 
souvenir coins, collectible coins, 
commemorative coins, non-monetary coins 

The Pamp Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of high-quality 

goods in the categories identified above.  True and correct copies of the Certificates of 

Registration for the Pamp Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “7.” 

63. Long before Defendants began their infringing activities complained of herein, 

the Pamp Marks have been used Pamp in interstate commerce to identify and distinguish Pamp’s 

high-quality goods for an extended period of time and serve as symbols of Pamp’s quality, 

reputation and goodwill.  
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64. Pamp and related companies expend substantial resources developing, advertising 

and otherwise promoting the Pamp Marks.  Pamp and related companies have expended 

enormous resources to extensively advertise and promote products under the Pamp Marks in 

magazines, newspapers, on the Internet and in other media worldwide, including the official 

Pamp website, www.pamp.com.  The Pamp Marks qualify as famous marks as that term is used 

in 15 U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

65. Further, Pamp and related companies extensively use, advertise, and promote the 

Pamp Marks in the United States in connection with the sale of high-quality goods.  As a result 

of these efforts, the Pamp Marks are widely recognized trademarks in the United States, and the 

trademarks have achieved secondary meaning among consumers as identifiers of high-quality 

goods. 

66. Pamp has carefully monitored and policed the use of the Pamp Marks and has 

never assigned or licensed the Pamp Marks to any of the Defendants in this matter. 

67. Genuine goods bearing the Pamp Marks are widely legitimately advertised and 

promoted by Pamp and related companies, authorized distributors, and unrelated third parties via 

the Internet.  Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet search engines such as Google, 

Yahoo!, and Bing is important to Pamp’s overall marketing and consumer education efforts. 

Thus, Pamp and related companies expend significant monetary and other resources on Internet 

marketing and consumer education, including SEO and SEM strategies. Those strategies allow 

Pamp and its authorized retailers to educate consumers fairly and legitimately about the value 

associated with the Pamp Marks and the goods sold thereunder. 
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Turlen’s Rights 

68. Turlen is the owner of the following trademarks which are valid and registered on 

the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the “Richard Mille 

Mark”): 

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

RICHARD MILLE 3,117,381 July 18, 2006 
IC 014. horological and chronometric 
instruments 

The Richard Mille Mark is used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of high-

quality goods in the category identified above. A true and correct copy of the Certificate of 

Registration for the Richard Mille Mark is attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “8.” 

69. Long before Defendants began their infringing activities complained of herein, 

the Richard Mille Mark has been used by Turlen in interstate commerce to identify and 

distinguish Turlen’s high-quality goods for an extended period of time and serves as a symbol of 

Turlen’s quality, reputation and goodwill.   

70. Turlen and related companies expend substantial resources developing, 

advertising and otherwise promoting the Richard Mille Mark.  Turlen and related companies 

have expended enormous resources to extensively advertise and promote products under the 

Richard Mille Mark in magazines, newspapers, on the Internet and in other media worldwide, 

including the official Richard Mille website, www.richardmille.com.  The Richard Mille Mark 

qualifies as a famous mark as that term is used in 15 U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

71. Further, Turlen and related companies extensively use, advertise, and promote the 

Richard Mille Mark in the United States in connection with the sale of high-quality goods.  As a 

result, the Richard Mille Mark is widely recognized trademarks in the United States, and the 
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trademark has achieved secondary meaning among consumers as an identifier of high-quality 

goods. 

72. Turlen has carefully monitored and policed the use of the Richard Mille Mark and 

has never assigned or licensed the Richard Mille Mark to any of the Defendants in this matter. 

73. Genuine goods bearing the Richard Mille Mark are widely legitimately advertised 

and promoted by Turlen and related companies, authorized distributors, and unrelated third 

parties via the Internet.  Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet search engines such as 

Google, Yahoo!, and Bing is important to Turlen’s overall marketing and consumer education 

efforts.  Thus, Turlen and related companies expend significant monetary and other resources on 

Internet marketing and consumer education, including SEO and SEM strategies.  Those 

strategies allow Turlen and its authorized retailers to educate consumers fairly and legitimately 

about the value associated with the Richard Mille Mark and the goods sold thereunder. 

Tissot’s Rights 

74. Tissot is the owner of the following trademarks which are valid and registered on 

the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the “Tissot Marks”): 

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

 
1,639,684  April 2, 1991 IC 014. watches; parts, fittings and 

fixtures for watches 

 
1,959,466 March 5, 1996 IC 014. watches [ ; parts, fittings and 

fixtures for watches ] 

 2,702,854  April 1, 2003 IC 014. Electronic watches energized 
by the wearer, and their parts 

CHEMIN DES 
TOURELLES 4,867,720 December 8, 

2015 
IC 014. Horological and chronometric 
instruments 
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4,900,255  February 16, 

2016 
IC 014. Horological and chronometric 
instruments. 

 
4,971,556  June 7, 2016 IC 014. Horological and chronometric 

instruments. 

The Tissot Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of high-quality 

goods in the category identified above.  True and correct copies of the Certificates of 

Registration for the Tissot Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “9.” 

75. Long before Defendants began their infringing activities complained of herein, 

the Tissot Marks have been used by Tissot in interstate commerce to identify and distinguish 

Tissot’s high-quality goods for an extended period of time and serve as symbols of Tissot’s 

quality, reputation and goodwill.   

76. Tissot expends substantial resources developing, advertising and otherwise 

promoting the Tissot Marks.  Tissot and related companies have expended enormous resources to 

extensively advertise and promote products under the Tissot Marks in magazines, newspapers, 

on the Internet and in other media worldwide, including the official Tissot website, 

www.tissotwatches.com.  The Tissot Marks qualify as famous marks as that term is used in 15 

U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

77. Further, Tissot extensively uses, advertises, and promotes the Tissot Marks in the 

United States in connection with the sale of high-quality goods.  As a result, the Tissot Marks are 

widely recognized trademarks in the United States, and the trademarks have achieved secondary 

meaning among consumers as identifiers of high-quality goods. 

78. Tissot has carefully monitored and policed the use of the Tissot Marks and has 

never assigned or licensed the Tissot Marks to any of the Defendants in this matter. 
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Genuine goods bearing the Tissot Marks are widely legitimately advertised and promoted by 

Tissot and related companies, authorized distributors, and unrelated third parties via the Internet.  

Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and 

Bing is important to Tissot’s overall marketing and consumer education efforts.  Thus, Tissot and 

related companies expend significant monetary and other resources on Internet marketing and 

consumer education, including SEO and SEM strategies.  Those strategies allow Tissot and its 

authorized retailers to educate consumers fairly and legitimately about the value associated with 

the Tissot Marks and the goods sold thereunder.  

 LVMH’S Rights 

79. LVMH is the owner of the following trademarks which are valid and registered 

on the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the “Tag Heuer 

Marks”): 

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

FORMULA 1 1,435,463 April 7, 1987 IC 014. Mechanical watches, and their constituent 
parts. 

 
1,471,988  January 12, 

1988 

IC 009. Time measuring instruments, namely, 
electronic stop watches, remote control mini-
printer timers, electronic and manual timers, 
photocell timers, starting gate timers, telephone 
liaison timers, impulse distributor timers, 
electronic pistol starting timers, manual contactor 
timers. 
IC 014. Clocks, watches and parts thereof. 
IC 025. Sportswear, namely, parkas. 

TAG HEUER 2,281,436  September 28, 
1999 IC 014.Clocks, watches and parts thereof. 

AQUARACER 3,046,300  January 17, 
2006 

IC 014. Jewelry, precious stones; timepieces and 
chronometric instruments, namely watches, 
watchbands, chronometers, chronographs for use 
as watches, clocks 
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HEUER 3,569,070 February 3, 
2009 

IC 009. optical goods, namely, spectacles, 
sunglasses, spectacle frames, spectacles cases; 
time measuring apparatus and instruments, 
namely, electronic stop watches, remote control 
miniprinter timers, electronic and manual timers, 
photocell timers, starting gate timers, telephone 
liaison timers, impulse distributor timers, 
electronic pistol starting timers, manual contactor 
timers, calculators incorporating watch functions, 
electric time control switches and their parts; 
telephones, mobile phones, cameras, digital audio 
players and handheld mobile digital electronic 
devices for the sending and receiving of telephone 
calls, for use as a digital audio player, and for use 
as a camera; accessories for telephones, mobile 
phones and handheld mobile digital electronic 
devices, namely, cases, batteries, chargers, 
loudspeakers, microphones, stands, rests and 
frames. 

TAG 4,868,760 December 15, 
2015 IC 014. Timepieces and chronometric instruments 

TAG HEUER 5,202,283 May 16, 2017 

IC 003. soaps; perfumes; cosmetics, creams, and 
lotions for the body and hair; shampoos; makeup 
and makeup removers; lipstick; beauty masks; 
shaving preparations; after-shave lotions and 
balms; non-medicated toiletries; deodorants for 
personal use; leather polishes; preservative creams 
for leather 
IC 009. apparatus for recording, transmission, 
reproduction, or processing of sound or images; 
electronic timers and timing sensors; calculating 
machines; equipment for data processing; timing 
dials and timing sensors; electronic timers; 
chronographs for use as specialized time recording 
apparatus; game software; computer operating 
software for smartwatches and mobile electronic 
devices; computer software for sending and 
receiving electronic mail, text messages, data, 
photographs, and videos; computer software for 
accessing, browsing, and searching online 
databases; computer software for sensing, 
monitoring, recording, displaying, measuring, and 
transmitting global positioning, direction, distance, 
altitude, speed, navigational information, weather 
information, temperature, physical activity level, 
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heart rate, pulse rate, blood pressure, calories 
burned, steps taken, and biometric data; computer 
software for tracking and managing information 
regarding health, fitness, and wellness programs; 
computer peripherals; telephones; tablet 
computers; MP3 players; smartwatches; wearable 
computers; smartphones featuring a watch; 
accessories for computers, telephones, tablet 
computers, MP3 players, and smartwatches, 
namely, displays, monitors, protective covers, 
carrying cases, stands, batteries, battery chargers, 
headphones, speakers, headsets, microphones, car 
audio adapters, remote controls, connection cables, 
power adapters, docking stations, and adapter 
plugs; spectacles; sunglasses; optical lenses and 
glasses; spectacle cases; memory cards and 
integrated circuit cards; downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of books, newsletters, 
catalogs, and brochures in the fields of watches, 
chronometric instruments, jewelry, apparel, 
luggage, leather accessories, personal care 
products, luxury goods, sports, and fashion; 
electronic sensors, monitors, and displays used to 
provide and display official time at sporting, 
cultural, wellness, entertainment, and educational 
events; electronic connected bracelets and 
connected cuffs for tracking the movement of 
people that also have a function of transmitting, 
and/or receiving data to and/or from personal 
digital assistants, tablets, smart phones and 
personal computers through internet websites and 
other computer and electronic communication 
networks. 
IC 014.  jewelry; precious stones; horological 
instruments, namely, watches, wristwatches, and 
constitutive parts therefor; alarm clocks, clocks 
and other chronometric instruments, chronometers, 
chronographs as watches, chronometric apparatus 
for sports timing, chronometric apparatus for 
measuring and marking the time; watch bands, 
watch chains, watch springs, watch dials or watch 
glasses, watch winders, watch cases being parts of 
watches, cases and boxes adapted for holding 
watches; precious metals and their alloys; jewelry 
cases; boxes of precious metal; key rings, trinkets 
or fobs of precious metals; cuff links; bracelets; 
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rings; medals; watches that also have a function of 
transmitting and/or receiving data to and/or from 
personal digital assistants, tablets, smart phones 
and personal computers through internet websites 
and other computer and electronic communication 
networks; watches containing an electronic game 
function, watches incorporating a 
telecommunication function; leather boxes adapted 
for holding watches 
IC 016. passport holders and cases 
IC 018. goods of leather and imitation leather, 
namely, leather or leatherboard boxes, leather or 
imitation leather envelopes, travel chests, bags, 
garment bags for travel, trunks, suitcases, luggage, 
carrying boxes intended for toiletry articles sold 
empty, rucksacks, handbags, beach bags, reusable 
shopping bags, shoulder bags, carrying cases, 
attaché cases, briefcases, school satchels, under-
arm bags, wallets, purses, money pouches, key 
cases, credit card holders; umbrellas, parasols, sun 
umbrellas, walking sticks 
IC 025.  clothing, namely, underwear, sweaters, 
shirts, bodices, corsets, suits, vests, raincoats, 
skirts, coats, trousers, jumpers, dresses, jackets, 
shawls, sashes for wear, scarves, neckties, pocket 
squares, suspenders, gloves, belts, stockings, 
tights, socks, singlets, bathing suits and bathrobes; 
footwear; headwear 
IC 035.  retail store services and online retail store 
services featuring cosmetics, hair care and skin 
care preparations, perfumes, shaving preparations, 
toiletries, smartwatches, computers, tablet 
computers, computer hardware, computer 
software, computer peripherals, telephones, mobile 
electronic devices, health, fitness and exercise 
sensors, monitors and displays, computer gaming 
machines and electronic games, and accessories 
for computers, telephones, and mobile electronic 
devices, sunglasses, spectacles, optical lenses and 
glasses, spectacle cases, jewelry and precious 
stones, watches, clocks, chronometric instruments, 
accessories for watches and chronometric 
instruments, leather goods, leatherware, bags, 
briefcases, luggage, wallets, purses, umbrellas, 
clothing, footwear, and headgear; public relations; 
advertising services for luxury products, namely, 
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cosmetics, perfumes, optical goods, telephones, 
wearable electronic devices, jewelry, horological 
products, watches, connected watches, 
smartwatches, luggage, leatherware, bags, 
clothing, clothing accessories; business 
management and organization consultancy in the 
field of luxury goods 

 
5,314,173 August 8, 2017 

IC 003. soaps; perfumes; cosmetics, creams, and 
lotions for the body and hair; shampoos; makeup 
and makeup removers; lipstick; beauty masks; 
shaving preparations; after-shave lotions and 
balms; non-medicated toiletries; deodorants for 
personal use; leather polishes; preservative creams 
for leather. 
IC 009. apparatus for recording, transmission, 
reproduction, or processing of sound or images; 
electronic timers and timing sensors; calculating 
machines; equipment for data processing; timing 
dials and timing sensors; electronic timers; 
chronographs for use as specialized time recording 
apparatus; game software; computer operating 
software for smartwatches and mobile electronic 
devices; computer software for sending and 
receiving electronic mail, text messages, data, 
photographs, and videos; computer software for 
accessing, browsing, and searching online 
databases; computer software for sensing, 
monitoring, recording, displaying, measuring, and 
transmitting global positioning, direction, distance, 
altitude, speed, navigational information, weather 
information, temperature, physical activity level, 
heart rate, pulse rate, blood pressure, calories 
burned, steps taken, and biometric data; computer 
software for tracking and managing information 
regarding health, fitness, and wellness programs; 
computer peripherals; telephones; tablet 
computers; MP3 players; smartwatches; wearable 
computers; smartphones featuring a watch; 
accessories for computers, telephones, tablet 
computers, MP3 players, and smartwatches, 
namely, displays, monitors, protective covers, 
carrying cases, stands, batteries, battery chargers, 
headphones, speakers, headsets, microphones, car 
audio adapters, remote controls, connection cables, 
power adapters, docking stations, and adapter 
plugs; spectacles; sunglasses; optical lenses and 
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glasses; spectacle cases; memory cards and 
integrated circuit cards; downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of books, newsletters, 
catalogs, and brochures in the fields of watches, 
chronometric instruments, jewelry, apparel, 
luggage, leather accessories, personal care 
products, luxury goods, sports, and fashion; 
electronic sensors, monitors, and displays used to 
provide and display official time at sporting, 
cultural, wellness, entertainment, and educational 
events; electronic connected bracelets and 
connected cuffs for tracking the movement of 
people that also have a function of transmitting, 
and/or receiving data to and/or from personal 
digital assistants, tablets, smart phones and 
personal computers through internet websites and 
other computer and electronic communication 
networks. 
IC 010. health monitoring devices consisting of 
health, fitness and exercise sensors, heart rate 
monitors and sensors, pulse rate monitors and 
sensors, blood pressure monitors and sensors, 
respiratory monitors and sensors, thermometers, 
pedometers and monitors and displays for medical 
use to be worn during exercise and sporting 
activities. 
IC 014. jewelry; precious stones; horological 
instruments, namely, watches, wristwatches, and 
constitutive parts therefor; alarm clocks, clocks 
and other chronometric instruments, chronometers, 
chronographs as watches, chronometric apparatus 
for sports timing, chronometric apparatus for 
measuring and marking the time; watch bands, 
watch chains, watch springs, watch dials or watch 
glasses, watch winders, watch cases being parts of 
watches, cases and boxes adapted for holding 
watches; precious metals and their alloys; jewelry 
cases; boxes of precious metal; key rings trinkets 
or fobs of precious metals; cuff links; bracelets; 
rings; medals; watches that also have a function of 
transmitting and/or receiving data to and/or from 
personal digital assistants, tablets, smart phones 
and personal computers through internet websites 
and other computer and electronic communication 
networks; watches containing an electronic game 
function, watches incorporating a 
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telecommunication function; leather boxes adapted 
for holding watches. 
IC 028. computer gaming machines; electronic 
games other than those adapted for use with 
television receivers only. 
IC 035. retail store services and online retail store 
services featuring cosmetics, hair care and skin 
care preparations, perfumes, shaving preparations, 
toiletries, smartwatches, computers, tablet 
computers, computer hardware, computer 
software, computer peripherals, telephones, mobile 
electronic devices, health, fitness and exercise 
sensors, monitors and displays, computer gaming 
machines and electronic games, and accessories 
for computers, telephones, and mobile electronic 
devices, sunglasses, spectacles, optical lenses and 
glasses, spectacle cases, jewelry and precious 
stones, watches, clocks, chronometric instruments, 
accessories for watches and chronometric 
instruments, leather goods, leatherware, bags, 
briefcases, luggage, wallets, purses, umbrellas, 
clothing, footwear, and headgear; public relations; 
advertising services for luxury products, namely, 
cosmetics, perfumes, optical goods, telephones, 
wearable electronic devices, jewelry, horological 
products, watches, connected watches, 
smartwatches, luggage, leatherware, bags, 
clothing, clothing accessories; business 
management and organization consultancy in the 
field of luxury goods. 
IC 037. repair, overhaul repair, maintenance and 
polishing of portable/wearable electronic and/or 
telecommunication devices; repair, overhaul 
repair, maintenance and polishing of timepieces. 
IC 038. telecommunications services, namely, 
personal communication services, ISDN services, 
telecommunications access services, data 
transmission and reception services via 
telecommunication means, and 
telecommunications gateway services; 
telecommunication information; communications 
by computer terminals or by fiber-optic networks; 
electronic bulletin board services. 
IC 041. providing information about sporting and 
cultural activities, fitness, exercise, sports, 
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entertainment, education and training exercise; 
timing of sports events. 
IC 044. health assessment services; providing 
medical information in the fields of health, fitness, 
and exercise 

The Tag Heuer Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of high-

quality goods in the categories identified above.  True and correct copies of the Certificates of 

Registration for the Tag Heuer Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “10.” 

80. LVMH is also the owner and/or exclusive licensee for analog watches in the 

Unites States, of the following trademarks, which are valid and registered on the Principal 

Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the “Zenith Marks”): 

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

ZENITH 1,478,640 March 1, 1988 IC 014. WATCHES. 

 3,038,779 January 10, 
2006 

IC 014. Watches, chronographs for use 
as watches, chronometers, watch movements 

The Zenith Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of high-quality 

goods in the categories identified above.  True and correct copies of the Certificates of 

Registration for the Zenith Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “11.” 

81. Long before Defendants began their infringing activities complained of herein, 

the Tag Heuer Marks and Zenith Marks have been used by LVMH in interstate commerce to 

identify and distinguish LVMH’s high-quality goods for an extended period of time and serve as 

symbols of LVMH’s quality, reputation and goodwill.  

82. LVMH and related companies expend substantial resources developing, 

advertising and otherwise promoting the Tag Heuer Marks and Zenith Marks. LVMH and related 
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companies have expended enormous resources to extensively advertise and promote products 

under the Tag Heuer Marks and Zenith Marks in magazines, newspapers, on the Internet and in 

other media worldwide, including the official Tag Heuer website, www.tagheuer.com, and 

Zenith website, www.zenith-watches.com.  The Tag Heuer Marks and Zenith Marks qualify as 

famous marks as that term is used in 15 U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

83. Further, LVMH and related companies extensively use, advertise, and promote 

the Tag Heuer Marks and Zenith Marks in the United States in connection with the sale of high-

quality goods.  As a result, the Tag Heuer Marks and Zenith Marks are widely recognized 

trademarks in the United States, and the trademarks have achieved secondary meaning among 

consumers as identifiers of high-quality goods. 

84. LVMH has carefully monitored and policed the use of the Tag Heuer Marks and 

Zenith Marks and has never assigned or licensed the Tag Heuer Marks and Zenith Marks to any 

of the Defendants in this matter. 

85. Genuine goods bearing the Tag Heuer Marks and Zenith Marks are widely 

legitimately advertised and promoted by LVMH and related companies, authorized distributors 

and unrelated third parties via the Internet.  Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet 

search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and Bing is important to LVMH’s overall marketing and 

consumer education efforts. Thus, LVMH and related companies expend significant monetary 

and other resources on Internet marketing and consumer education, including SEO and SEM 

strategies. Those strategies allow LVMH and its authorized retailers to educate consumers fairly 

and legitimately about the value associated with the Tag Heuer Marks and Zenith Marks and the 

goods sold thereunder. 
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Ulysse Nardin’s Rights 

86. Ulysse Nardin is the owner of the following trademarks which are valid and 

registered on the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the 

“Ulysse Nardin Marks”): 

 
Trademark 

 

Registration 
Number 

Registration 
Date Class / Goods 

 
829,076 May 23, 1967 

IC 014. Wrist watches, pocket watches 
of all types, chronographs, including 
adjustable stop watches, chronometers, 
including navigational and marine 
chronometers of different sizes, and 
quarz chronometers, and calendar 
watches. 

ULYSSE NARDIN 4,695,049  March 3, 2015 
IC 014. marine and pocket chronometers, 
pocket watches and wrist watches, 
including alarm and calendar watches. 

The Ulysse Nardin Marks are used in connection with the manufacture and distribution of high-

quality goods in the category identified above.  True and correct copies of the Certificates of 

Registration for the Ulysse Nardin Marks are attached hereto as Composite Exhibit “12.” 

87. Long before Defendants began their infringing activities complained of herein, 

the Ulysse Nardin Marks have been used by Ulysse Nardin in interstate commerce to identify 

and distinguish Ulysse Nardin’s high-quality goods for an extended period of time and serve as 

symbols of Ulysse Nardin’s quality, reputation and goodwill.   

88. Ulysse Nardin expends substantial resources developing, advertising and 

otherwise promoting the Ulysse Nardin Marks.  Ulysse Nardin and related companies have 

expended enormous resources to extensively advertise and promote products under the Ulysse 

Nardin Marks in magazines, newspapers, on the Internet and in other media worldwide, 
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including the official Ulysse Nardin website, www.ulysse-nardin.com.  The Ulysse Nardin 

Marks qualify as famous marks as that term is used in 15 U.S.C. §1125(c)(1). 

89. Further, Ulysse Nardin extensively uses, advertises, and promotes the Ulysse 

Nardin Marks in the United States in connection with the sale of high-quality goods.  As a result, 

the Ulysse Nardin Marks are widely recognized trademarks in the United States, and the 

trademarks have achieved secondary meaning among consumers as identifiers of high-quality 

goods. 

90. Ulysse Nardin has carefully monitored and policed the use of the Ulysse Nardin 

Marks and has never assigned or licensed the Ulysse Nardin Marks to any of the Defendants in 

this matter. 

91. Genuine goods bearing the Ulysse Nardin Marks are widely legitimately 

advertised and promoted by Ulysse Nardin and related companies, authorized distributors, and 

unrelated third parties via the Internet.  Visibility on the Internet, particularly via Internet search 

engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and Bing is important to Ulysse Nardin’s overall marketing and 

consumer education efforts.  Thus, Ulysse Nardin and related companies expend significant 

monetary and other resources on Internet marketing and consumer education, including SEO and 

SEM strategies.  Those strategies allow Ulysse Nardin and its authorized retailers to educate 

consumers fairly and legitimately about the value associated with the Ulysse Nardin Marks and 

the goods sold thereunder. 

Defendants’ Infringing Activities 

92. Defendants are each promoting, advertising, distributing, selling, and offering for 

sale goods in interstate commerce using counterfeits and confusingly similar imitations of one or 

more of the Audemars Piguet Marks, Breitling Marks, Hublot Marks, Longines Marks, Omega 
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Marks, Patek Philippe Marks, Pamp Marks, Richard Mille Mark, Tissot Marks, Tag Heuer 

Marks, Zenith Marks, and/or Ulysse Nardin Marks (the “Counterfeit Goods”) through at least the 

e-commerce stores or websites operating under at least the Seller IDs and Subject Domain 

Names.  Specifically, Defendants are using one or more of the Audemars Piguet Marks, Breitling 

Marks, Hublot Marks, Longines Marks, Omega Marks, Patek Philippe Marks, Pamp Marks, 

Richard Mille Mark, Tissot Marks, Tag Heuer Marks, Zenith Marks, and/or Ulysse Nardin 

Marks (collectively, “Plaintiffs’ Marks”) to initially attract online consumers and drive them to 

Defendants’ e-commerce stores and websites operating under the Seller IDs and Subject Domain 

Names.  Defendants are each using identical copies of one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks for 

different quality goods.  Plaintiffs have used their respective Marks extensively and continuously 

before Defendants began offering counterfeit and confusingly similar imitations of Plaintiffs’ 

goods. 

93. Defendants’ Counterfeit Goods are of a quality substantially different than that of 

Plaintiffs’ genuine goods.  Defendants are actively using, promoting and otherwise advertising, 

distributing, selling and/or offering for sale substantial quantities of their Counterfeit Goods with 

the knowledge and intent that such goods will be mistaken for the genuine high-quality goods 

offered for sale by Plaintiffs despite Defendants’ knowledge that they are without authority to 

use Plaintiffs’ Marks.  Defendants’ actions are likely to cause confusion of consumers at the time 

of initial interest, sale, and in the post-sale setting, who will believe all of Defendants’ goods are 

genuine goods originating from, associated with, and/or approved by Plaintiffs. 

94. Defendants advertise their e-commerce stores and websites, including their 

Counterfeit Goods, to the consuming public via at least their e-commerce stores and websites 
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operating under the Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names.  In so doing, Defendants improperly 

and unlawfully use one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks without authority.  

95. Most Defendants are, upon information and belief, concurrently employing and 

benefitting from substantially similar, advertising and marketing strategies based, in large 

measure, upon an illegal use of counterfeits and infringements of one or more of Plaintiffs’ 

Marks.  Specifically, Defendants are using counterfeits and infringements of one or more of 

Plaintiffs’ Marks to make their e-commerce stores and websites selling illegal goods appear 

more relevant and attractive to consumers searching for both Plaintiffs’ and non-Plaintiffs’ goods 

and information online.  By their actions, Defendants are contributing to the creation and 

maintenance of an illegal marketplace operating in parallel to the legitimate marketplace for 

Plaintiffs’ genuine goods.  Defendants are causing individual, concurrent and indivisible harm to 

Plaintiffs and the consuming public by (i) depriving Plaintiffs of their right to fairly compete for 

space online and within search engine results and reducing the visibility of Plaintiffs’ genuine 

goods on the World Wide Web, (ii) causing an overall degradation of the value of the goodwill 

associated with Plaintiffs’ Marks, and (iii) increasing Plaintiffs’ overall cost to market their 

goods and educate consumers about their brands via the Internet. 

96. Defendants are concurrently conducting and targeting their counterfeiting and 

infringing activities toward consumers and likely causing unified harm within this district and 

elsewhere throughout the United States.  As a result, Defendants are defrauding Plaintiffs and the 

consuming public for Defendants’ own benefit. 

97. At all times relevant hereto, Defendants in this action had full knowledge of 

Plaintiffs’ respective ownership of Plaintiffs’ Marks, including their respective, exclusive rights 

to use and license such intellectual property and the goodwill associated therewith. 
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98. Defendants’ use of Plaintiffs’ Marks, including the promotion and advertisement, 

reproduction, distribution, sale and offering for sale of their Counterfeit Goods, is without 

Plaintiffs’ consent or authorization. 

99. Defendants are engaging in the above-described illegal counterfeiting and 

infringing activities knowingly and intentionally or with reckless disregard or willful blindness to 

Plaintiffs’ rights for the purpose of trading on Plaintiffs’ respective goodwill and reputations.  If 

Defendants’ intentional counterfeiting and infringing activities are not preliminarily and 

permanently enjoined by this Court, Plaintiffs and the consuming public will continue to be 

harmed. 

100. Defendants’ above identified infringing activities are likely to cause confusion, 

deception and mistake in the minds of consumers before, during, and after the time of purchase.  

Moreover, Defendants’ wrongful conduct is likely to create a false impression and deceive 

customers, the public, and the trade into believing there is a connection or association between 

Plaintiffs’ genuine goods and Defendants’ Counterfeit Goods, which there is not. 

101. Given the visibility of Defendants’ various e-commerce stores and websites and 

the similarity of their actions, it is clear Defendants are either affiliated, or at a minimum, cannot 

help but know of each other’s existence and the unified harm likely to be caused to Plaintiffs and 

the overall consumer market in which they operate as a result of Defendants’ concurrent actions. 

102. Although some Defendants may be physically acting independently, they may 

properly be deemed to be acting in concert because the combined force of their actions serves to 

multiply the harm caused to Plaintiffs. 

103. Defendants’ payment and financial accounts, including but not limited to those 

specifically set forth on Schedule “A,” are being used by Defendants to accept, receive, and 
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deposit profits from Defendants’ trademark counterfeiting and infringing and unfairly 

competitive activities connected to their Seller IDs and Subject Domain Names and any other 

alias seller identification names or domain names used or controlled by them. 

104. Further, Defendants are likely to transfer or secret their assets to avoid payment of 

any monetary judgment awarded to Plaintiffs. 

105. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law. 

106. Plaintiffs are suffering irreparable injury and have suffered substantial damages 

because of Defendants’ unauthorized and wrongful use of Plaintiffs’ Marks.  If Defendants’ 

counterfeiting and infringing and unfairly competitive activities are not preliminarily and 

permanently enjoined by this Court, Plaintiffs and the consuming public will continue to be 

harmed. 

107. The harm and damages sustained by Plaintiffs have been directly and proximately 

caused by Defendants’ wrongful reproduction, use, advertisement, promotion, offers to sell, and 

sale of their Counterfeit Goods. 

COUNT I - TRADEMARK COUNTERFEITING AND INFRINGEMENT 
PURSUANT TO § 32 OF THE LANHAM ACT (15 U.S.C. § 1114) 

 
108. Plaintiffs hereby adopt and re-allege the allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 

through 107 above. 

109. This is an action for trademark counterfeiting and infringement against 

Defendants based on their use of counterfeit and confusingly similar imitations of Plaintiffs’ 

Marks in commerce in connection with the promotion, advertisement, distribution, offering for 

sale, and/or sale of the Counterfeit Goods. 

110. Specifically, Defendants are promoting and otherwise advertising, selling, 

offering for sale, and distributing goods using counterfeits and/or infringements of one or more 
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of Plaintiffs’ Marks.  Defendants are continuously infringing and inducing others to infringe 

Plaintiffs’ Marks by using one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks to advertise, promote, offer to sell, 

and/or sell counterfeit and infringing versions of Plaintiffs’ branded goods.     

111. Defendants’ concurrent counterfeiting and infringing activities are likely to cause 

and are causing confusion, mistake, and deception among members of the trade and the general 

consuming public as to the origin and quality of Defendants’ Counterfeit Goods. 

112. Defendants’ unlawful actions have caused and are continuing to cause 

unquantifiable damages to Plaintiffs and are unjustly enriching Defendants with profits at 

Plaintiffs’ expense. 

113. Defendants’ above-described unlawful actions constitute counterfeiting and 

infringement of Plaintiffs’ Marks in violation of Plaintiffs’ rights under § 32 of the Lanham Act, 

15 U.S.C. § 1114. 

114. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law. Plaintiffs have each suffered and will 

continue to suffer irreparable injury and damages due to Defendants’ above-described activities 

if Defendants are not preliminarily and permanently enjoined.  Additionally, Defendants will 

continue to wrongfully profit from their illegal activities. 

COUNT II - FALSE DESIGNATION OF ORIGIN 
PURSUANT TO § 43(a) OF THE LANHAM ACT (15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)) 

 
115. Plaintiffs hereby adopt and re-allege the allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 

through 107 above.   

116. Defendants’ Counterfeit Goods bearing, offered for sale, and sold using copies of 

one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks have been widely advertised and offered for sale throughout the 

United States via the Internet. 
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117. Defendants’ Counterfeit Goods bearing, offered for sale, and sold using copies of 

one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks are virtually identical in appearance to Plaintiffs’ respective, 

genuine goods.  However, Defendants’ Counterfeit Goods are different in quality.  Accordingly, 

Defendants’ activities are likely to cause confusion among consumers as to at least the origin or 

sponsorship of their Counterfeit Goods.  

118. Defendants have used in connection with their advertisement, offer for sale, and 

sale of the Counterfeit Goods, false designations of origin and false descriptions and 

representations, including words or symbols and trade dress which falsely describe or represent 

such goods and have caused such goods to enter commerce in the United States with full 

knowledge of the falsity of such designations of origin and such descriptions and representations, 

all to Plaintiffs’ detriment. 

119. Defendants have each authorized infringing uses of one or more of Plaintiffs’ 

Marks in Defendants’ advertisement and promotion of their counterfeit and infringing branded 

goods.  Some Defendants have also misrepresented to members of the consuming public that the 

Counterfeit Goods being advertised and sold by them are genuine, non-infringing goods. 

120. Additionally, many Defendants are using counterfeits and infringements of one or 

more of Plaintiffs’ Marks to unfairly compete with Plaintiffs and others for space within organic 

and paid search engine and social media results. Defendants are thereby jointly (i) depriving 

Plaintiffs of valuable marketing and educational space online which would otherwise be 

available to Plaintiffs and (ii) reducing the visibility of Plaintiffs’ genuine goods on the World 

Wide Web and across social media platforms. 

121. Defendants’ above-described actions are in violation of Section 43(a) of the 

Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. §1125(a). 
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122. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law. Plaintiffs have each suffered and will 

continue to suffer irreparable injury and damages due to Defendants’ above-described activities 

if Defendants are not preliminarily and permanently enjoined.  Additionally, Defendants will 

continue to wrongfully profit from their illegal activities. 

COUNT III - COMMON LAW UNFAIR COMPETITION 

123. Plaintiffs hereby adopt and re-allege the allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 

through 107 above. 

124. This is an action against Defendants based on their promotion, advertisement, 

distribution, sale, and/or offering for sale of goods using or bearing marks which are virtually 

identical to one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks, in violation of Florida’s common law of unfair 

competition. 

125. Specifically, Defendants are promoting and otherwise advertising, selling, 

offering for sale, and distributing infringing and counterfeit versions of Plaintiffs’ branded 

goods.  Defendants are also each using counterfeits and infringements of one or more of 

Plaintiffs’ Marks to unfairly compete with Plaintiffs and others for (i) space in search engine and 

social media results across an array of search terms and/or (ii) visibility on the World Wide Web. 

126. Defendants’ infringing activities are likely to cause and are causing confusion, 

mistake, and deception among the consumers as to the origin and quality of Defendants’ e-

commerce stores as a whole and all products sold therein by their use of Plaintiffs’ Marks. 

127. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law. Plaintiffs have each suffered and will 

continue to suffer irreparable injury and damages due to Defendants’ above-described activities 

if Defendants are not preliminarily and permanently enjoined.  Additionally, Defendants will 

continue to wrongfully profit from their illegal activities. 
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COUNT IV - COMMON LAW TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT 
 

128. Plaintiffs hereby adopt and re-allege the allegations set forth in Paragraphs 1 

through 107 above. 

129. Plaintiffs are the respective owners of all common law rights in and to their 

respective Plaintiffs’ Marks. 

130. This is an action for common law trademark infringement against Defendants 

based on their promotion, advertisement, offering for sale, and/or sale of their Counterfeit Goods 

using one or more of Plaintiffs’ Marks.    

131. Specifically, each Defendant is promoting and otherwise advertising, distributing, 

offering for sale, and selling goods using and bearing infringements of one or more of Plaintiffs’ 

Marks. 

132. Defendants’ infringing activities are likely to cause and are causing confusion, 

mistake and deception among the consumers as to the origin and quality of Defendants’ 

Counterfeit Goods bearing Plaintiffs’ Marks. 

133. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law. Plaintiffs have each suffered and will 

continue to suffer irreparable injury and damages due to Defendants’ above-described activities 

if Defendants are not preliminarily and permanently enjoined.  Additionally, Defendants will 

continue to wrongfully profit from their illegal activities. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

134. WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment on all Counts of this Amended 

Complaint and an award of equitable relief and monetary relief against Defendants as follows: 

a. Entry of temporary, preliminary, and permanent injunctions pursuant to 15 

U.S.C. § 1116, 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65 
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enjoining Defendants, their agents, representatives, servants, employees, and all those acting in 

concert or participation therewith, from manufacturing or causing to be manufactured, importing, 

advertising or promoting, distributing, selling or offering to sell their Counterfeit Goods; from 

infringing, counterfeiting, or diluting Plaintiffs’ Marks; from using Plaintiffs’ Marks, or any 

mark or design similar thereto, in connection with the sale of any unauthorized goods; from 

using any logo, trade name or trademark or design that may be calculated to falsely advertise the 

services or goods of Defendants as being sponsored by, authorized by, endorsed by, or in any 

way associated with Plaintiffs; from falsely representing themselves as being connected with 

Plaintiffs, through sponsorship or association, or engaging in any act that is likely to falsely 

cause members of the trade and/or of the purchasing public to believe any goods or services of 

Defendants are in any way endorsed by, approved by, and/or associated with Plaintiffs; from 

using any reproduction, counterfeit, infringement, copy, or colorable imitation of Plaintiffs’ 

Marks in connection with the publicity, promotion, sale, or advertising of any goods sold by 

Defendants; from affixing, applying, annexing or using in connection with the sale of any goods, 

a false description or representation, including words or other symbols tending to falsely describe 

or represent Defendants’ goods as being those of Plaintiffs, or in any way endorsed by Plaintiffs 

and from offering such goods in commerce; from engaging in search engine optimization 

strategies using colorable imitations of Plaintiffs’ names or trademarks; and from otherwise 

unfairly competing with Plaintiffs. 

b. Entry of temporary, preliminary, and permanent injunctions pursuant to 28 

U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and the Court’s inherent authority, enjoining Defendants 

and all third parties with actual notice of an injunction issued by the Court from participating in, 

including providing financial services, technical services or other support to, Defendants in 
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connection with the sale and distribution of non-genuine goods bearing and/or using counterfeits 

of Plaintiffs’ Marks; 

c. Entry of an order pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1116, 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The 

All Writs Act, and the Court’s inherent authority, that, upon Plaintiffs’ request, Defendants and 

the top level domain (TLD) Registry for each of the Subject Domain Names, and any other 

domain names used by Defendants, or their administrators, including backend registry operators 

or administrators, place the Subject Domain Names on Registry Hold status for the remainder of 

the registration period for any such domain name, thus removing them from the TLD zone files 

which link the Subject Domain Names, and any other domains names being used and/or 

controlled by Defendants to engage in the business of marketing, offering to sell, and/or selling 

goods bearing counterfeits and infringements of Plaintiffs’ Marks, to the IP addresses where the 

associated websites are hosted. 

d. Entry of an order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and 

the Court’s inherent authority, canceling for the life of the current registration or, at Plaintiffs’ 

election, transferring the Subject Domain Names, and any other domain names used by 

Defendants to engage in their counterfeiting of Plaintiffs’ Marks, to Plaintiffs’ control so they 

may no longer be used for unlawful purposes. 

e. Entry of an order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and 

the Court’s inherent authority, that, upon Plaintiffs’ request, the applicable governing Internet 

marketplace website operators and/or administrators for the Seller IDs who are provided with 

notice of an injunction issued by the Court disable and/or cease facilitating access to the Seller 

IDs, and any other alias e-commerce stores and seller identification names being used and/or 
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controlled by Defendants to engage in the business of marketing, offering to sell and/or selling 

goods bearing counterfeits and infringements of Plaintiffs’ Marks. 

f. Entry of an order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and 

the Court’s inherent authority, that, upon Plaintiffs’ request, any Internet marketplace website 

operators and/or administrators, registrar and/or top level domain (TLD) Registry for the Seller 

IDs and Subject Domain Names, who are provided with notice of an injunction issued by the 

Court identify any e-mail address known to be associated with Defendants’ respective Seller ID 

or Subject Domain Names. 

g. Entry of an order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and 

the Court’s inherent authority, that, upon Plaintiffs’ request, any Internet marketplace website 

operators and/or administrators who are provided with notice of an injunction issued by the 

Court, permanently remove any and all listings and associated images of goods bearing and/or 

using counterfeits and/or infringements of Plaintiffs’ Marks via the e-commerce stores operating 

under the Seller IDs, and upon Plaintiffs’ request, any other listings and images of goods bearing 

and/or using counterfeits and/or infringements of Plaintiffs’ Marks associated with or linked to 

the same sellers or linked to any other alias e-commerce stores and seller identification names 

being used and/or controlled by Defendants to promote, offer for sale and/or sell goods bearing 

counterfeits and/or infringements of Plaintiffs’ Marks. 

h. Entry of an order pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1116, 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The 

All Writs Act, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65, and the Court’s inherent authority, that, upon 

Plaintiffs’ request, Defendants and any Internet marketplace website operators and/or 

administrators who are provided with notice of an injunction issued by the Court, immediately 
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cease fulfillment of and sequester all goods of each Defendant bearing one or more of Plaintiffs’ 

Marks in its inventory, possession, custody, or control, and surrender those goods to Plaintiffs. 

i. Entry of an order requiring Defendants, their agent(s) or assign(s), to 

assign all rights, title, and interest, to their Subject Domain Name(s), and any other domains 

names being used by Defendants to engage in the business of marketing, offering to sell, and/or 

selling goods bearing counterfeits and infringements of Plaintiffs’ Marks, to Plaintiffs and, if 

within five (5) days of entry of such order Defendants fail to make such an assignment, the Court 

order the act to be done by another person appointed by the Court at Defendants’ expense, such 

as the Clerk of Court, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 70(a) 

j. Entry of an order requiring Defendants, their agent(s) or assign(s), to 

instruct all search engines to permanently delist or deindex the Subject Domain Name(s), and 

any other domains names being used by Defendants to engage in the business of marketing, 

offering to sell, and/or selling goods bearing counterfeits and infringements of Plaintiffs’ Marks, 

and, if within five (5) days of entry of such order Defendants fail to make such a written 

instruction, the Court order the act to be done by another person appointed by the Court at 

Defendants’ expense, such as the Clerk of Court, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

70(a). 

k. Entry of an order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The All Writs Act, and 

the Court’s inherent authority, authorizing Plaintiffs to serve an injunction issued by the Court on 

any e-mail service provider with a request that the service provider permanently suspend the e-

mail addresses which are or have been used by Defendants in connection with Defendants’ 

promotion, offering for sale, and/or sale of goods using counterfeits, and/or infringements of 

Plaintiffs’ Marks. 
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l. Entry of an order requiring, upon Plaintiffs’ request, Defendants to request 

in writing permanent termination of any messaging services, Seller IDs, usernames, and social 

media accounts they own, operate, or control on any messaging service and social media 

platform. 

m. Entry of an order requiring Defendants to account to and pay Plaintiffs for 

all profits and damages resulting from Defendants’ trademark counterfeiting and infringing and 

unfairly competitive activities and that the award to Plaintiffs be trebled, as provided for under 

15 U.S.C. §1117, or, at Plaintiffs’ election with respect to Count I, that Plaintiffs be awarded 

statutory damages from each Defendant in the amount of two million dollars ($2,000,000.00) per 

each counterfeit trademark used and product type sold, as provided by 15 U.S.C. §1117(c)(2) of 

the Lanham Act. 

n. Entry of an award pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1117 (a) and (b) of Plaintiffs’ 

costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and investigative fees associated with bringing this action. 

o. Entry of an order pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 1116, 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a), The 

All Writs Act, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65, and the Court’s inherent authority that, upon 

Plaintiffs’ request, Defendants and any financial institutions, payment processors, banks, escrow 

services, money transmitters, or marketplace platforms, and their related companies and 

affiliates, identify and restrain all funds, up to and including the total amount of judgment, in all 

financial accounts and/or sub-accounts used in connection with the Seller IDs and Subject 

Domain Names, or other alias seller identification, e-commerce store names, domain names 

and/or websites used by Defendants presently or in the future, as well as any other related 

accounts of the same customer(s) and any other accounts which transfer funds into the same 
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financial institution account(s), and remain restrained until such funds are surrendered to 

Plaintiffs in partial satisfaction of the monetary judgment entered herein. 

p. Entry of an award of pre-judgment interest on the judgment amount. 

q. Entry of an Order requiring Defendants to pay the cost necessary to 

correct any erroneous impression the consuming public may have received or derived concerning 

the nature, characteristics, or qualities of Defendants’ products, including without limitation, the 

placement of corrective advertising and providing written notice to the public. 

r. Entry of an order for any further relief as the Court may deem just and 

proper. 

DATED: August 18, 2021.   Respectfully submitted, 

      STEPHEN M. GAFFIGAN, P.A. 
 
      By: Stephen M. Gaffigan ____ 
      Stephen M. Gaffigan (Fla. Bar No. 025844) 
      Virgilio Gigante (Fla. Bar No. 082635) 
      T. Raquel Rodriguez-Albizu (Fla. Bar. No. 103372) 
      401 East Las Olas Blvd., #130-453 
      Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33301 
      Telephone: (954) 767-4819 
      E-mail: stephen@smgpa.net 
      E-mail: leo@smgpa.net 
      E-mail: raquel@smgpa.net 
 
      Attorneys for Plaintiffs  
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SCHEDULE “A” 
DEFENDANTS BY NUMBER, SELLER ID, SUBJECT DOMAIN NAME, FINANCIAL 

ACCOUNT INFORMATION, INFRINGING PRODUCT NUMBER, AND E-MAIL 
 

Defendant 
Number 

Defendant / Seller ID / Subject 
Domain Name 

Financial Account Information: 
PayPal Account / Payee / Store 

Number 

Infringing Product 
Number / E-mail Address 

1 mbestwatch.com abestyou@outlook.com eileen.fang@aol.com 
2 dcwatches.me 12933460@qq.com lium47960@gmail.com 
2 topwatchsale.me 12933460@qq.com lium47960@gmail.com 
3 theonewatches.us kisszzq822@yahoo.com yanzhengbu@gmail.com 

4 tally.tl lindahldousiguus@hotmail.com replicawatchessale@yahoo.com 
topluxurysale@yahoo.com 

5 trustytimewatchstore.com paymentscc.store@gmail.com 
cnukustom@aol.com 

trustytimewatchstore@gmail.com 
info@trustytimewatchstore.com 

6 colorstins.com bianmo763@163.com goaddesrx@gmail.com 
6 redqiyng.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd goaddesrx@gmail.com 
6 sunkieey.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd goaddesrx@gmail.com 

6 hullyseet.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd   

6 rivenss.com chengm@tenflyer04.com service@aivenss.com 
6 wrtiyjkh.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd sksk3388@outlook.com 

6 commetans.com chengm@tenflyer04.com tiiglig@outlook.com 
goaddesrx@gmail.com 

6 mgalad.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd tiiglig@outlook.com 
goaddesrx@gmail.com 

6 reluix.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd zisu200@outlook.com 
6 tixger.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd zisu200@outlook.com 
6 uppok.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd zisu200@outlook.com 

6 vivkio.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd zisu520@outlook.com 
zisu200@outlook.com 

6 aoeva.com linmei@thselling.com zs250323@outlook.com 

6 weanth.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd zs250323@outlook.com 
zisu200@outlook.com 

6 civenss.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd   

6 futliy.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd   

6 lznfvnk.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd   

6 oinnet.com Rainhon Trading Co., Ltd   
6 yaituren.com chengm@tenflyer04.com   

6 candth.com hubiuw768@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 
164298587@qq.com 
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6 dingguantoys.com ucigweic@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 
6 girlieo.com xiaoyingshipin@outlook.com zs250323@outlook.com 

6 jretimi.com srmy158765@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 
zisu520@outlook.com 

6 kelowny.com hudiuhweib@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 

6 kretimi.com fzxy712@163.com zisu520@outlook.com 
watch.co21@outlook.com 

6 lukykik.com dwjw33@163.com sksk3388@outlook.com 

6 orangesng.com cheheyun231@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 
zisu250@outlook.com 

6 pinelliar.com hufhfou@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 
164298587@qq.com 

6 pwering.com rongdian987@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 
6 sanjosa.com djadj56565955@163.com goaddesrx@gmail.com 
6 trenlogo.com qixiang954@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 
6 wwering.com lianjun3456@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 
6 zuilay.com lkhan464164@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 
7 pertink.com 义乌市彩欣电子商务有限公司 zisu200@outlook.com 
7 murmery.com zs250326@outlook.com zs250323@outlook.com 
7 ayeil.com 义乌市彩欣电子商务有限公司   
8 biyana.store FGSDFR410@outlook.com help@biyana.store 
9 venekiy.com 义乌市披甲电子商务有限公司 zisu520@outlook.com 
9 bungder.com liuxuan16397@outlook.com   
10 charmean.com yougetiyu@outlook.com zisu200@outlook.com 
11 cilmax.com wwy234345@163.com service@wotchzone.com 
12 cottoncn.store 15995696@qq.com cottoncn.service@gmail.com 

13 cretimi.com jgxd712@163.com hello@nova.com 
zisu200@outlook.com 

14 dwering.com bmgs712@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 
15 faithdv.com dwsdwdxw142124@163.com suddenllyes@outlook.com 
15 returndcf.com dwsdwdxw142124@163.com suddenllyes@outlook.com 
16 fankemisu.com zcx9364@gmail.com zcx9364@gmail.com 
17 first-watch.xyz ksistofjurevic@outlook.com fashionstore1999@outlook.com 
18 fyujkie.com renxin07370@163.com goaddesrx@gmail.com 
18 redamancyyy.com ddqxk@tenflyer04.com goaddesrx@gmail.com 

18 heilyron.com HongkongHuaRongPengHuiTech
nologyCoLimite   

19 gtuoi.com 1852806201@qq.com yousdidid@outlook.com 
20 pinkcloudy.com gomer8er@163.com wangcanlan2021@126.com 
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21 sourcandiy.store changxun1112@163.com zisu200@outlook.com 
wangcanlan2021@126.com 

21 wabiisabi.store 义乌市昌逊电子商务有限公司   

22 journeywsf.com sdgvrsgwr@163.com suddenllyes@outlook.com 

22 wrencherc.com sdgvrsgwr@163.com suddenllyes@outlook.com 

22 hammerbg.com dafafasd1321@163.com suddenllyes@outlook.com 
info@bravese.com 

22 tankcdd.com sdgvrsgwr@163.com suddenllyes@outlook.com 
info@bravese.com 

22 eastiy.com gfsghth5635398@163.com suddenllyes@outlook.com 

22 eyefir.com dsfgvrgr657398@163.com suddenllyes@outlook.com 
info@bravese.com 

22 ousandyears.com duolakeji777@outlook.com 
kenhkijk6352@163.com 

suddenllyes@outlook.com 
info@bravese.com 
kenhkijk6352@163.com 

22 supevf.com sahfjkdsalf324234@163.com suddenllyes@outlook.com 
23 jwering.com wale231@163.com zisu520@outlook.com 
24 kwering.com cxr12378911@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 
24 twering.com zhonghong231@163.com zs250323@outlook.com 

25 luvbluee.com 义乌诗衡贸易有限公司 tiiglig@outlook.com 

25 watchesins.com hdeuj88559598@163.com tiiglig@outlook.com 
goaddesrx@gmail.com 

26 ohwer.com zlx123231@163.com service@wotchzone.com 
26 amaryis.com xinyuan9870@163.com service@wotchzone.com 
26 bragivl.com jiuyong9630@163.com service@wotchzone.com 
26 cymoil.com sc123231@163.com service@wotchzone.com 
26 flouriy.com wwyhx001@163.com service@wotchzone.com 

26 gremint.com pietang123@163.com service@wotchzone.com 
billkiin@outlook.com 

26 kinkirt.com bengtan123321@163.com service@wotchzone.com 
26 letiter.com aiwod0965@163.com service@wotchzone.com 
26 nopput.com lanye231@163.com service@wotchzone.com 

26 phuwin.com ruowo123@163.com verilty01@outlook.com 
ppkint01@outlook.com 

27 purplesor.com Lyt250129858@163.com   
27 qibvcfr.com Lyt250129858@163.com   
28 wellspringday.com Breenda1921@outlook.com support@wellspringday.com 
28 fullydream.com bookandcattie@outlook.com cs15013552456@163.com 
28 sinkintos.com zengdandan2021@163.com hello@nova.com 

29 ustyletop.com yuhao18867@163.com 
zuolengchan738@163.com 

service@ustyletop.com 
hello@nova.com 
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30 youthlo.com quegubu7099944@163.com 
Ferdinand@environhouse.com Service@youthlo.com 

31 applywatch Store 911907002 1005002552026809 

32 Brucepower store. Store 4655196 1005002556636371 
33 Clock Watch & Strap Store 911662031 1005002538596647 

34 Face-Book Store 910547099 1005002027158149 
1005002641009541 

35 Foal watch Store 911854085 1005002552607630 
1005002670868373 

36 Freedomwatch Store 911768028 1005002305682213 
37 HaJHAajd Store 911706524 1005002306153879 
38 High innovative watches Store 911054174 1005002538685034 

39 kaiyang Store 911795366 1005002460121056 
1005002443230517 

40 KKJJJL458 Store 912014298 1005002696333246 
41 Ladies Cosplay Wigs 120633 1005001890532811 
42 luxur watch Store 911935795 1005002651892573 
43 Markka Watch & Strap Store 911773475 1005002678471098 

44 Mingyang Store 5492070 1005002307346382 
1005002491719339 

45 pjh55 Store 911932506 1005002592858631 
46 PJY05 Store 911942476 1005002606191525 
47 P-R-A-O 904L Watch Store 911746258 1005002491741871 
48 R-A-P-O Watch Second Store 911797941 1005002528067377 
49 RH-Tourbillon Watch Store 900239372 1005001818659948 
50 RPOVCAAA Watch Store 911705545 1005002493170271 
51 Shop1541347509 Store 911785703 1005002467907266 
52 Shop910948002 Store 910948002 1005001775911099 

53 Shop911057160 Store 911057160 1005001750318426 
1005001903011715 

54 Shop911462046 Store 911462046 1005002198922580 
55 Shop911472028 Store 911472028 1005002204012242 
56 Shop911810104 Store 911810104 1005002568371758 
57 Shop911820005 Store 911820005 1005002589693975 
58 shop911872225 Store 911872225 1005002561772018 
59 Shop911873328 Store 911873328 1005002667080406 
60 Shop911880213 Store 911880213 1005002585379790 
61 Shop911938345 Store 911938345 1005002674222790 
62 Shop911959236 Store 911959236 1005002650044532 

63 specht &sohne Store 911067184 1005002131181818 
1005001777338636 
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64 SunsetAtheart Store 911121068 1005002317692641 

65 TACTO Factory Store 911744279 1005002359669021 
1005002549362551 

66 TrueOrange LCD Repair Store 5891317 1005002538528242 
67 woshinidie Store 911928329 1005002584578680 
68 wowo quality Store 911942494 1005002600833961 
69 XIONG11 Store 911789853 1005002385257763 
70 z Watch Store 5832316 1005002561321971 
71 a3860508 a/k/a Luxury Watch 19788751 550180550 
72 aaa_luxury 21212561 494981637 

73 aaa_watch_aaa a/k/a AAA RM 
watch 21586655 604459348 

74 aaaaawatch 21212132 545399738 
75 aaaluxurywatch 21195222 511932141 
76 aaamenwatches 21606131 663908159 
77 aadd6 21225815 564758626 
78 aaron111 20152635 392165572 
79 anyipei1 20785790 529911956 
80 anyipei3 20788129 517261752 
81 apwatch7 21299801 544439626 
82 babyoneslove 21653991 675111365 
83 betterwatch2019 21194010 509846335 
84 bnne 20608030 693703039 
85 Btime 20042879 405097649 
86 casio_watch 21649900 660135532 
87 chao_brandwatchstore 21517957 552228313 
88 china_watch_factory8 21013512 508171062 
89 cjeweler 21662032 685182191 
90 cocowatchno1 20712656 553880064 
91 denlyce518 14200008 681337440 
92 djzhucl a/k/a luxurywatches. 21050259 485646752 
93 donghe88 21293300 529348266 
94 fafamei 21657339 677869036 
95 fresh_ 20767047 479075961 
96 godbeauty 21100136 689277844 

97 goodwatch111 a/k/a luxury 
watch111 21018325 482700557 

98 haowen2021 21471330 564139318 
99 hk24chono a/k/a hk24chrono 21385481 503325957 
100 imedicalsupplies 21492649 580654815 
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101 intime05 21406075 545323443 
102 iqoo 21276539 465841667 
103 jiao07 21569413 638712328 
104 jovewatch 21068865 512931105 

105 keyaa 21235977 508737794 
459622153 

106 kfwatches 21440812 558918334 
107 klaythompson 21635632 696065482 
108 li920528 21549771 556810556 
109 liaomeiling a/k/a xinhai clock 20428763 484094242 
110 liaoxin12345 20508705 395880588 
111 lin16168 20223426 522386701 
112 linlove 20737147 442619776 

113 liula028654 20477774 536129663 
418210780 

114 lusso_reloj a/k/a lussoreloj 21441757 631157958 
115 luxurywatch16168 21360470 532200642 
116 lxfwatch888 21468486 546299851 
117 mmhxwatch 21544324 606125843 
118 modanwatch2 21378735 498022538 
119 mvtimer 20751392 435951926 
120 mylife666 21024413 680465047 
121 newtrade2017 20609553 537170947 

122 no8_shoe_store a/k/a RM 
Watches 21110024 587826083 

123 noobrolex 21147764 485820025 
124 pengyi520 21074317 518199472 
125 peppa2018 21184340 506408045 
126 Puretime 20818338 675709351 
127 replica_aaa a/k/a aaa watches 20956947 529741324 
128 shoppingfuny 21618412 689523388 
129 shopsunshine 21618799 629371605 
130 songhongqing 13591981 545214453 
131 super_watch_a 21455652 545061181 
132 super_watches001 21527231 545128358 
133 swiss_watch_store9 21076380 679444443 
134 syh10983 a/k/a Super Time U1 21636786 677833794 
135 tanshunchangstore 20743829 694527153 
136 terrencewilliams 21635119 689397191 
137 timeh a/k/a Watch 2020 21537734 561769627 
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138 topmarketwatch 21140054 585421357 
139 unmatched 20481598 400117918 
140 vipwatch 20722252 536530094 
141 vsky 21417815 553182839 
142 watch_dhgate 20777762 634918023 
143 watchusd 20804868 555815731 
144 wkdh2008 20614859 581988827 
145 wqwatch a/k/a zhuqijie12581 21019473 556640602 
146 wsy136 21154162 438189955 
147 wushuhua1233 20664661 531141345 

148 wuwangwang 21581730 623559273 
596175095 

149 yangyangwatch 21553295 561433699 
556418649 

150 yu1988watch 21647516 656660691 
151 zg2018 21075301 635378255 
152 zhangjianxinstore 20701697 491389714 
153 zj1988 a/k/a zj1988 watch 21528050 555620527 

154 zoudafa 21649275 665606246 
666729717 

155 zouwangwang 21581747 637446130 
596614111 

156 zxl0820 20658248 456070171 
157 60wedcd 5efed6a4b9fcf9a5f680369a 606d7bba00e58faf64201252 
158 AA Berenice music 60221a27c510664f1df1522b 608d5fe512c7d8930ce1e080 
159 achengtrendy 5ea66f63a5ae3cd6e16c0de1 5f44b2ec57945b003aa7c948 
160 akunbinggov 5eb64da5c43e5c3902fd9280 6077f911e6d9167c6fc6b76f 
161 Alaroka 5fda6eac379e78594bd61fe3 603de8454d524ec112673c43 
162 Allicovigo 5ffe7d24b833a14354e84908 6084d39db831e74d5406f08d 
163 aminosulphonic 5fd0e340d1e16ce94222566c 605c04c7228d4d67d5d9ceb1 
164 amzhaoyue 5ea11ba46cf7c835e18f5b5c 60385e46d1f4661bb48ea73e 
165 Analisa 5f604530d2a131fa17648859 604a14d6a65a0de937cc6a66 
166 apowejiufa 5eb63138e4a2bd3bce74309a 5f6d51af244830003cbb669c 
167 asdasd121 5d5b4741dfec2539cdc9e742 60962c31166889115291aa4d 
168 asherbaby 5fd8e12456a431b872ef1190 609bec843564567edb34de77 
169 AugustineCorneliakUuUs 5e6d9ace1e1985aa0023b4a1 607fd333c559a3bc2631ffc3 
170 Baibioay shaver 5e7966972513f8042e2e9cbb 5f365a07c098a91b01a80342 
171 bakterien 5fd26076344af21bee928a97 5ffc0a21fba0f230339980d3 
172 Becocherry 5fd4b752c4fa1bad836300f1 603c7e75372326ea5dfd1cf7 
173 benyoudingfen 5ed89b1e940f477b6e8560af 606d80b5c74e5ac61ef1c7ed 
174 BETTA SQUAD USA 601f887c044fbb0b35901b96 60954e22800ac69a0297072e 
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175 bglhot 5fe414f5e2842836ffc2b067 6014daf6a6a7067569325dcf 
176 BinxingjiaocangsU 5e914e54a93eff4bb3479061 5fc9e08d796e49092dd23bd8 
177 bomgat 5fcf442d0bc8fc3923a90038 605b1294a493d930a32b1e75 
178 buyshar 5fa839696bae15d51bb6cbef 60437366273dce48b65460bd 
179 byjg 5ef851af92f7e9280fee01c1 606bf42e8cf5eff807c0b1f8 
180 Bzdie 5fd9b1c9e3c38619ee1e3afa 60668eb2c4a2f1a75cb08b63 
181 carnesrojastoronegroara 5fdcecf4418921c51bb62b5b 609bde8fd04a2cad27a09934 
182 Ccovd 5f8a3df1a8c2253e6e2409f8 6049b512a65a0df719cc6886 
183 cdjinivtg 5e5e2023e94b4974ef55898c 6065686b6a429d2c6c1b0ff9 
184 Cedric Geordie 5f98ca4311690623004de64c 60918362bc1f7e174e510e68 
185 chenjial2020 5ea139a42b03b00a6ac4cc3f 606c074cddd69d1de194b2c7 
186 chenlonglong 5ef6d64557572e75045eaf8d 5fddbcd2546c58f664134e19 
187 Chenyijia Store 5de1f77929e7864da6dd6ba2 607525b8a9bd5edc76b4031d 
188 chuntiandegushi168 5d9b4884c095e139ff998985 6063fff12c711bd61fd46f82 
189 cjeihf 5f39f28aa33e56027285fbf9 606bd74fc9ed37a380275b89 
190 cjgctuifu 5ff2aeb9af44651094d2dc1d 60ab45f02d61644e639cd75a 
191 CLCO- 5f7f28c979c754679c71946b 607bf4abde2438561d3ada79 
192 clobkgy 5e5df9ae30477e52eb838e5d 5f475c81ff538001c88bc4b5 
193 ClubWholesale2 5fd9711656a4313738ef1208 609236a2ae1204050040fa03 
194 Colgate-Palmolive 5ff0f85c858e85063d389da4 6055b24befb215587ace88bd 
195 CrenaFarm 5fd62ebd82d67ffc13c2c99d 603bec981a5bc7495c32083d 
196 cvbbg 5ea295a3824a960303bba8d2 609354abc5183e2521253f1c 
197 czyouth0505 59e998d58cf0ed65d53940a5 60657dbe6a429d666b1b1006 
198 daizhiling8580 605d6183d807d243a18a5ee1 609138243e97617b0d75cfca 
199 Dapenda Baby's 5e68a82d18426d7a9eb9b959 6064074d6d6a6509424e4243 
200 DAVRE 5ed19ab52d3945123cca3f80 606acbfb09eb1cd606cd54a6 
201 Debra L Coyer 5e9c03e02405fbc0d4c5b5aa 6053664325fc0fa4c42ebce3 
202 dinlaofayi 5dc8ed31030a156cf8a3ad41 6034999a360c4aa4452eda51 
203 distmeth 601bc6ecdf99cb52c9c9e390 6080db49f2289a26f0591422 
204 Doctoradcoc 5fda26ce379e78cb83d65d75 607529881cef6fe53eba3711 
205 Dorkilow 5fd9466561f56c0f5b127769 60a53b8242584a2d04c1dc1a 
206 dsfsa 5df1b1eaff415b05ebeb1103 5f110e6026f6300a4b79390b 
207 Dustin S Sanders 5e9c001ada2ff2117542b9f6 605d8baa22c72f22fee944dd 
208 Eden Maxwell 5fb5db1d57173f0f6acc1ea8 5fc1ef53be01118da1479fa7 
209 eduardope 5e4dce6629e786704aed3641 60681a6c496e1c363207bf04 
210 egood2019 5d52950b3db43e595a816ff2 5f7183dc34d50e23ee430076 
211 eholidayfund 5fc8b82a4d59ba447a818c40 606ea7ce3c3069441b99062f 
212 enshichoushang 5ef82c7ab7cb152780f9c3c6 5f72e8e19d47de19e1f66971 
213 eoivy 5f36209564dec6d7c2963e85 607145db72a3d149333160c5 
214 evidently 5fe87a864b77d6540681012e 6049b3f111f7dfe8dec221bb 
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215 evocturkiye 5fc8b65593b390e8aa8e2430 607b92eb7cb4c1517ff39433 
216 ExorioGlamus 5fda60da0f281c64e3da9cc1 603de889fbd778b7936fa932 
217 Facai0307 604ef05d1bd2f3bdfde8f0c6 6090e95f746324aa02bb5398 
218 Fajunge Store 5ddfccf6a0f2021a0d0060bf 606ab587cd070fa132ee642e 
219 fangcloudyh 5dd4ec2288f1f308f374c5fe 60717554db5febce01678dcd 
220 fanmengmeng50639 6083e3eb5521903780308871 6086bb8db67cbd6293722acd 
221 fashion room +1 545f63e190c7760f6afd5192 6074f3529435294b0d787681 
222 fashion_fan 5abe095a70cf6979aab5f2e2 606ff1a33d99e248a38611ef 
223 fashionlinmao 5b7ba968f3b50215cd0cdfb2 60653f21990389ac41ff0dea 
224 fdefgreg 5efedd194efdc9fb941c75a0 5f656cca5bd794004467baaf 
225 fdryryt 5f3f590c13113c004f40e434 602f0a41be59db1d76b81889 
226 fenglingfeng1438 5ffbb0e000d57e41878142b2 603210eaa6c0f05ee0946ba4 
227 Ferreir 5fd0ea03cd51090219dfb13f 605c089068f28c6a21cd0a11 
228 fertger 5f013846c917f86f1cbdb78a 606d6b6468fd0e7ff4c91cff 
229 fftuoguio 5fe2c250207dc83a933eb9b6 60714203ce15b53de7893c2b 
230 fiutbt 5f2f940ecc437b8e210449d5 5f4629586268021465a0023d 
231 Fxxiyishuihan 5dc64b4fff832c0d729ba5f9 60351c09b8d0731c04863724 
232 GAMarino 600874cc5310671a5844e3d1 60710895e94fd3962e213212 
233 gaozaisheng1381 607133caac47c8027740be21 6090cf0a58b4465507643e47 
234 gckguipg 6006720ef45fd38249c113f8 6051abcecdbcd20ac9d79f8d 
235 geadah 5fd0b259d1e16c868022a711 604186b785ed6a1006cf5fa1 
236 geburst 5fd0997b895a6f39b5892eca 6087a4dccc201bb311509ee3 
237 gemonetworks 5fe83fee05f77219938f23e1 6086cd9fbca9871da6f29117 
238 getaxeer 5fd0f23b9163a00b52af6235 6004fa096ae0dd7b12449933 
239 ghkuyfoy 5fe2eed65fb78118c09bc7c4 609a2080e5b6c8935152f0e4 
240 GHN LBW666 5e58d48a29e7866e5b82f89c 608a5d8088fad4abdc6055b3 
241 Gorilla Technologies 5ffdd0950d383af6a459a50a 6050432195486c694e470163 
242 Groovy Morning Party 6020fde2e899fbbaedc4a811 60803830649c64aa23382e95 
243 guodehu8611 60682ee66f36d2727f9257e2 6093f5094bb1e821144ecdc3 
244 gyeruwo 5dba629b3e20360d6cab539f 5f3774e07c71dd004569eb95 
245 gytsa 5e9fbfd94b4ea869e9917b57 609360fe05cc31d56dfe3cc9 
246 gyueyrieo 5de0d8ab0f25f70080a1916e 606ab99a626559d0a971dd47 
247 Habra Nolantun Simist 5dbf8d508f685a69b9bb72b3 60349aa5210f3fa2ff914d4a 
248 hangcter 5edc65b229e786343fcc1c65 5f4ded53f4666e003f22978d 
249 Hanli2020 5ec75a3b41c8ac51b3a10c78 606423b09ae4e491f27a041d 
250 HarlanMik 5e93b51529e786308184827e 5fc6ed4cc32a8a538787c2fb 
251 Health Natalya Estes 60220224d7cdad3277338fd8 608d5b9599d9dc9352a887ac 
252 HILLKY 5e694b78c6a6e6f588be76de 6082ad174f44afe21bb1bdcf 
253 hjtuy 5fdd6d6b8523a51ae7a1ea10 600d6f558769108e6df2ce60 
254 House of Honey 60116523a2e10b7b0ac7eb03 609e737afc8e15c5a171e9cf 
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255 houyanjie46812 60405b821b66b6420ad3eabc 6044674c56c3b9c8ede9f8b0 
256 Hreain 5fd1efef344af29d4f928d47 605bfc94d044b944e487fb7a 
257 huoxiaowi4301 60600cef3dcf1f7f7034bfef 6092a245e85a4dd539018428 

258 HXFCD 5e6f20df1e19852d3a23536c 6088f017a12692f9bfb70ac8 
6087a49131073993ddba7758 

259 individuali 600b3aed194ee246ab03f075 607bd54ed8397ceab9b794af 
260 IsaacEdwL 5e94969e7fbadeb207bd9555 605ed3d6dd76d90852934291 
261 Iuxheov 5fd418b6788546020b393579 5fe74087c2c28add7e54b5e0 
262 Jardinesdelorinoco 5fd2e25ffba6d62d4557df68 605204b8baca98ebb454b4e2 
263 JasonCSE 5fd2c43ba83a040ebd3d2e9f 605bf7c306ad4340c56e1f02 
264 JASONELGUASON88 5f8a09d7269a067866b68762 6076ae84494365b1686c3011 
265 JDBIH 5fd4a8cf60df09a46ecdac5e 605c075c174f6676c607f093 
266 Jennifer G Ramirez 5eabb857c47c949c1d02cc1f 605499c4a32b2c635e1f32f1 
267 jincjiali 5d96af2c79e0124f0a5b8c81 60767e8d3e3a542d69d53b30 
268 jinghongcheng7449 605ea2e82598c51d4966b118 607e2f18cfa9474e652d5fa3 
269 jingman 58bd6d5d9eed0a5ba364d256 5f7ea924f0af931025315f2b 
270 jinlianghua67903 60403fc62909e422a8b15d32 6056ed6dafdddac14b43841d 
271 jinyuju7231 605f2c7ae32b18c26ac46eff 6093f2bf8101027801331636 
272 jiu'xiao'zi 605f2bbee5db558700e1d268 6093f36c8779cba1b35697e1 
273 JuqianzhuohuinXu 5e8c301e9c59ad375ac41398 5fffe8d2f9ec3331bdb8f22c 
274 kampuchea 5fd11caefc3d883a4dcba803 605c093ddcda4f7b8fd1be8a 
275 kaniran 5fd0eb5afc3d8801c1cbadf7 607511a55d94469804163e54 
276 Kaybook 608f1e2e850aced9ae180368 609e0712d77058e5bc2b585a 
277 kazekita 5fd0ee3ced671efa5298e9f9 6049bd4eae8227f810dbf403 
278 KelliJohnson 5f66b6fb2f66f3913c951d1f 5fa24f21993c9dd49bc20159 
279 KGMensweare 5fd8330f7ed8df27b8ca6774 609be9f6f5f1052d05b14de9 
280 kgorws 5d857ffaa9356a3332a74e3f 607557c69435296202787418 
281 Kike Indi 5fd6fd47c441308e2ad2ca35 60935fe058fcce60563e275a 
282 kilograms 5f9324419ac02c8ca1ab5784 60439cfa2d34fce4da1a5d00 
283 KINNLTY 5e693079c6a6e679c0bf4613 6054687a931a9fbb5b0829ae 
284 KKivia 5f85d610291f28e3a5a737f2 6094e34a15f464ccfe837609 
285 Knfiuesdnfkasn 5f857e0b0d3011f1d3148714 6074027ddb318f95a0641959 
286 KOhuiebffr 5de1122b39adf2cdb16af262 60867cce83d97b51117cf636 
287 Labyrintelligence 5fe851246a1cf81289ccfd15 60a6678e31acc5ce8e857e41 
288 Lansenya cot 5e79a7974934075bde7cc58d 5f471911cb58f70046d9a3a3 
289 liaojinkejx003 5fbcc3b28d94f32a87087903 6039e60efe5c13f54986a3d0 
290 LiaolushunmG 5e6ca46a29e7860e32dd6e86 5ff93acf7fc9e2004362121b 
291 lichunyan3160 60923517f3cd397a19951bad 609d0fd7624e188145b5362e 
292 lidubing3282 60655f806fc9055cf7cd1c33 607e30b2aad7a94412db606b 
293 LightTracker 5d3d6e21e13a7e1b84f35c0a 5f0fb32cd3b3861c65629b4e 
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294 lijiarenxi 5dbe4f52b502303c570ca166 606ae5594e432d50b2ca8ecc 
295 lishoureng9742 605fedd53dcf1f638f34c0ac 6092368752372a0447d18e2a 
296 litianqi54 5e6891f6a1f2af656b2ebf05 6076ad642025cc9dcc7b0089 
297 liubingxue2533 5ffaa06200d57e52d1813e88 6054b0b9698e229ebdcd5fb3 
298 liuchao2501 5d79172951da4f411d273e80 5f8409e6869fdf3bc0e5b11b 
299 liuqiangqiang7302 606800226f36d2431a9256ac 6073d9bfbf889731522bf9fb 
300 liuqingxiang163 5facc718d1cf81160b2d3e43 5fc50e34c32a8a8da188073a 
301 liuxueqi27269 60852dd89339471ff56b2ac2 60895d9cc0765d235a065a0d 
302 liwangcheng64728 6083c10e7530ace9dc50ed1a 6088111a09467fc933f5090e 
303 liweixiao2020 5f3f393a1e2fc5f498c9180e 607801fe329d148cb821bf5f 
304 liyanxuan3343 5eca2d9545c444aaf022e1e7 6080ffba2c8aada902bc5d1b 
305 liyanyun6795 608a605a9ac6820da632f272 6096153cdcafb79077cdcd65 
306 lize7232 605db658bf31d474c03b9474 606da97f7488d72c7ac502ff 
307 lk6546 5e4636866ff60a29c3c744ec 608783690148e362e6a294d5 
308 lll346 5e464bb177b5b55a4355e76d 5f463fb09ad9c51029b24258 
309 loeirhwore 5ddcbf8c71483d2e0cf8e4bb 607519fc0ae3bfb1ddff11af 
310 longjaw 5fd0f7fed1e16c0d4c2241f1 605c08f2c35a548075898dac 
311 Loudigexui 5dc554c511ad5f0a40e7cbfe 60347ed972344f5c7c1b4b64 
312 LRIPSY 5e6ef369198a031b19c94648 60a4754a7eac09540db993c6 
313 Luann A Oxley 5e96c3c13985224fa9e1723b 607dda05583e7be1495071a5 
314 lumenyilan 5dc680884b0ae714da00d534 6035b1cef4e7bb380aea05f5 
315 LunxiandangoupQf 5e895f1202e01778f2828c24 5fbe16689b55f407db2a770f 
316 luokaiheng6524 606c132d6fa7cd19da0bed1a 609b604906d573dffacf1d02 
317 mannosamine 5fd454d47885463d69393603 608ffb58f948c1243a2776b7 
318 Market Comics 608dee641277afc332d35d82 60a0dd0c982cd363cc6c1f00 
319 Market Libros 608f1dc4221963dbfb2cb8e4 60a122ba1641640c28a38baa 
320 Megatop3 5fd94c4b56a43118e6ef129a 603f81a93bc47e77a157613b 
321 Melissa N Parkhill 5e9bbf7029e7863dab3067a5 609666661d0a3b32181c559a 
322 mfy6356 5e1fd4220076c503f3af03ce 5f7ea9bb0b1ee1004875a081 
323 Michael G Vasquez 5eabb8f75d3fe1ecc9e2f1be 606dc53d90c6ef82cb17b589 
324 mifvuhfvuh 5edb1bf37780fe5415869bb6 5f6c6e1e1536741df4b63912 
325 MMO Ability Bonding 5ffe77ae23c3203fe02877ec 608984dfa4a89b6db67e5d8b 
326 mohje8 5f78a335ec54daeb34afb766 5fc20c2977b0cd0073010425 
327 MoonII 5f74e469de6a532cdcce37c1 6098d5d7a4e38cd6178504a6 
328 moreve 5e336c0772c8250206ac9e9a 605972de2456e9ac1ae2620b 
329 Muebltends 5fda30dd4eed9121973703bc 603dea2fd7e089c76f304944 
330 MutengjiwY 5e8aa4c1355fe515b07cdd18 5fb237c0ea6f2e4fda356bfa 
331 Mwslyg 5fda8a1edff84f7083ad24dd 6066aaa666ecd1fd524b6e5e 
332 Narcie 5f7a6ffd795c605c9210d2c4 60811d29841e8fed9072e382 
333 Nason 608f0d6f221963cf832cb8c7 609d2dea26f0f20d86ce4e85 
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334 Nayufileld 5dbbaf8d0742790cd4c3ef7e 60373dd2cb8fec91223ecd2f 
335 ncun 5ef6d8be9473597f277c2300 5f475b952c8e1c00387b7024 
336 Nidskjfefi 5f8668b6a525556f666e4283 606539486d7fa799c65cfa16 
337 nixingnildie 5de746f40f875b114e13ac59 5f647b72b0f21a0047157a84 
338 nkgxhsrtyt 5f8b9b7b1c80851dd0f166a2 60580153ea849bb82a3b2a71 
339 nmhfjsth 5f910373529755f61e243f66 604b14e3273ea3061ebc4616 
340 non002 5f79dc239c2cb0f735008ef2 5fd6dcf311b337f39955b731 
341 oirjnjheeu 5e5e0ff135832c66aab00e22 60657c03fc05b457ac5d979c 
342 Palacio burger 5fdb59456ae0e6b5c4d08735 6054424b6409ba4c615e1655 
343 Palancuche 5fda083d5f0279f6315b96da 603f6e466155f73ef0d180b6 
344 pamela5 5fdaa8a96ae0e60963d06c52 6086c722f3a2874def3719ae 
345 Pantry Food Stores 22 5fd5d9db788546a1c839364b 608376995521900b08305332 
346 Pdvsmarin 5fda499761f56c31631277fd 603de969f3a4afd07df9aa21 
347 petnaps 5fd0b18e68183e5c6a1d05a8 60373fb830278f0055675b10 
348 Planner Hive 5fc81d5e93b39060e58e24cd 6072cd33c7b670942bf7762c 
349 Plumeria Society America 601fa13b633c04678e235694 608a284d5fa7522b848e0dbf 
350 Poly Toy 123 5f6791f07cc0a0be05d40dc4 6039e5cd3b4cc3f229a7d6dd 
351 posgne 5fa83469dc0355cf1bb9247f 5fbe74032e1083c5eccc694f 
352 PoyikuisicUr 5e6cc17a1061cf777654e773 604f585816f2efcfb30406f7 
353 Proactivesim 5fd8dfc55f0279ae8b5b9e70 609939e39f93b7785c23ab22 
354 proefwer 5fd110c29163a02b01af62a7 605b1a4050a4e2ec1ac34a1d 
355 ptyouwe 5d858ae61fac4f3780a5efc4 5f48d385175fed09ad403926 
356 Public Flow 5fd79668d8cf0c43753e08f7 60993c81ae94cc96f676d411 
357 qiaoHAO7685 6066b6f08337e50543905fc2 60745c3db23a6b8c699e0d56 
358 qiliuleiying 5dc65e8eff832c0f009bb9b0 60351be8a535ddaa7c50c5be 
359 qinxiaobo9337 60828a469be2e4715b8cfbe3 608962f0a7562709f90b16be 
360 qiuyilangqin 5dc68803c4e6e615b0dfc236 603557488230624e2231c0af 
361 Qlusdbslui 5fda34f5379e781b42d62099 607108478d49dd991f936629 
362 Quan pint sailet brait solen 5e73290bdc0ec36dc351e115 605d5bd90d9ac7ab8df50ca0 
363 rbeagvwesdbresd 58fc41fcc630f6110483807f 604c1a8ac46d966b02cbe0c5 
364 rebootbellis 5fda34c10f281c3415da9cd2 6079867d2cb7b8ede8926bd6 
365 responsivity 5f931355ab40ffa64b98ab88 60015db577df93004c127362 
366 richtpre 5fd10d539163a028d7af612a 605b1cccdb3f43f56dc7b45a 
367 Rinks 5fd1f4dbd288965266dc9c44 604efc9fd8be05c0052ff7d1 
368 Robert R Velez 5ea2a1ea7c1b816c8c95a79c 6089505c07338afa494a772b 
369 Rochana Singharattanapan 6022102ed7cdad4157338f1b 60753fd6fd8d9516665bdf9d 
370 Rodiquerudy 5fda10434eed91fa7337044f 607e13b14aba6b005d4bfefb 
371 Ronaldav 5fd940afdff84f0ceead2467 60a15f0e15aa5071ffb5a0aa 
372 Rosenthal 5fe0f2d7e0b5f475adf538ae 604f307eeba2c5370596b750 
373 RossDavid168 5f67620e471217ac4152a8aa 6084d63b2e3ef6f374c6ab08 
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374 ruanhongping8475 608a86685ad2f5b6015c9668 6096922995d468cfc34588de 
375 ruthwolfew 5fd0ddd6cd5109f3a1dfb24e 605e94ab1d280d6026a9fc1b 
376 sakse 5fd09a1f2a4f4828aec8d0a4 6051ae2f6e79920fe25014f7 
377 SathPrintShop 5faacf0e8da8d007e08a3d80 60803625838814a64db3a830 
378 Scott R Paige 5eabb3c2c47c94b7cd02cde7 60549997817e1b6097a6d567 
379 senecialdehyde 5f9314b4ab40ffc08c98add6 6078405023667f4b2967160b 
380 sharemys 5fda303c61f56c14991277b1 6093937cc06288e935e39f78 
381 shenlongfei2791 60910488d6dec8c9198c4a40 60a3bfe28009522ba6386921 
382 shenzhenlin4867 6094c07c61f14a9ec0f5280d 609e5b3d5b8d5da0e787630e 
383 shigongtuizhi 5b1e02ebdaac450afaeb90c3 609163fde8ecceca03a99fbf 
384 shijiachun59786 5ffbcc32233e6f1fda1d428c 60321075d5c0f9489339297f 
385 shilinlin689 60683022e08c77865cae24d6 60752e5eaa1f66ee57f483a0 
386 shimin1122 5d4f76fb8388974fc1e690b1 608bd60d0e71d50f6863bc5e 
387 shiruibao7618 609773b051abb20a1aebbf00 609fabb515c1ecc653ae0723 
388 shunjinxia5532 607271fcc534cd856d242759 6083ef42271cf792c17a4c67 
389 Shustieverne 5fc8b591827ddb4275ebdfb9 6077df54842fcd37b78eb819 
390 silverlake 5fd1a596344af2445e928c37 6049c936509f1124a06cd6ef 
391 SISy 5f68fbcb0d0012273dd540df 6039e5a21fbe5200535dfb30 
392 Sitenbe gladis costway 5dbe8bc8b5023035030d09d0 60347f3452daa372171d16ed 
393 skunxiang 5da7e8699ce6e70d851600a8 607570df28db0bc03a19bacb 
394 Smartex 5fe7805f05f7729b378f2489 6044caec2aa66692b100e100 
395 snvurtudr 5eb4ffa78e62c540ad6bd3e6 60655a63fdb1f5fa495e5acc 
396 Socal Gun 600f8bd45f4ef600424485b3 6044cd83ad4d757076c5bb1d 
397 songhuanhuan5439 6097678e51abb2005bebbeae 609fad606bd61ca050eceb1c 
398 songjinlong8192 6090fff597f1b360ecbe20aa 60a3c04ebf410e3ad869fc7c 
399 sonjhonso 5f543eabf72abe08f509c3e4 5fec44aa4ad74169f4a9b9da 
400 Starcoms 5fec303f6bbdea268092baaf 6044cd7dbabbcf9cee0e798a 
401 Stilesolid 5fd9030dcb13b4db54a7dc06 609939025f9c81ec85a6fcc2 
402 streamse 5da6ca895ff8b70f8254bcad 6094dd5f1136f7cf1a512aa3 
403 stt6556 5e32953cc3417512c2c4900f 606676195159e75af97051e5 
404 sudouerni 5de763f5e8955e03fc754192 60752c4f80e4f0e8e422dff5 
405 Sufolewoer 5dc62370030a150787a3aa85 60351b161bbe028f3a153246 
406 Sugar grourd in winter 5d535ebe9dfb00333746ae9b 5f6abf949502ac004fc3cf52 
407 sumeng9164 605e9a20bf39f811256cb2bc 60977af8800ac69ae0970e11 
408 sunshine e-market 58f48dfde6afa810ed163b01 607548e716c6dc3f023c49e1 
409 Susan M Caesar 5eabb25581bb47c28700aeb7 605487f530004724760c00f0 
410 suw8e5i3372 60828c973752b4c1e061dde6 608c1019f8417e5bf3bdcf63 
411 tangzuocheng0044 6083e3337b86d305fed51f09 608d4eb8052af14242aa0d51 
412 tanshengjie7901 609246a8acf3fa898571556a 60a51fb817c0e9186e8c2bce 
413 Tecnolohy route 5fb3f5df0d7d3ee696079535 6038abdba1d10baad96aa2cf 
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414 TengqiaobaeN 5e8940a68782b53e803dda0a 5fd6e044fcfbb9fac5ce772a 
415 tengtengkun 5d84b99a2888352102da94f8 5f37b7e7fcfd600044c8989a 

416 TheCommunistPartyofLiaoDyna
styjE 5f5013d6bfc92c624f0e785b 6066b9b059cc9b21567ec7d4 

417 toonousidxwu 5e9583ad65a1791f17fcc036 5f5af2d600b5950040bf265e 
418 Traes 5fcef0bbcd345d004fb861a6 605e8f66acea1a5d58926fec 
419 Training Energy Corridor 600c8d0669a49f306309d59f 604200d3ff9560024abf6bdc 
420 truus 5fd0719af3a2140ff0f75391 60740294019b5d041fbded67 
421 Tupperware by Patty 600c8cfb9550332b8255d247 6042344033a40f666ceed889 
422 twaddl 5fd10dc59163a027d5af6386 605c043d69ab2b64c830a81f 
423 Universal Webworks 600a1936d11c8904106c128f 608be0e66967844109a6340d 
424 UOJN89 5e6949c42fb13f56800c065c 60485cb792ac6c9e5f929c2e 
425 Upwarunique 5fd9050acb13b4dbc7a7dcf8 6073b23e07d658608607c955 
426 US Austin 600710ce18d5543ca9213d71 603a4fb120e1899b4a589b7e 
427 Uyouluopiupin 5dc929c6022ec707242dcdb4 60358dacb8d0732171863c5d 
428 Vailocen Fredom Betall 5ec0eb9f7b4679ac22f8deba 606fee05f99658329e41d811 
429 Valerie J Anderson 5e9c26332aad6e423de478f1 60891ae95cfb33806318eb57 
430 vannfors 5fd0f0b1c23325fa5847d1bf 6051ae42dccedd09173cf4bd 
431 vbvxc 5e9fbb3dc638fda696dc57de 609354d1908c5343b657af81 
432 vcba 5e9fb88251f61241c361a64d 606672f978bd715b962fa8b2 
433 VCJTUIYerte 603ca008a1bd21b2be2fb579 607801bbcd3e1396210b934f 
434 Veironger Baby's 5ef837570c2956977b434cb7 5f46042930b25d004d94d019 
435 vjghtys 5f8530c50d3011463114876c 6062cbfd8992553cb204442e 
436 vnfjhnkv 5e5c6eb935e4cb0340d9f75e 6076ac137fedb3a1bffba3a8 
437 VSX murti 5fda699461f56c5183127774 603de8fea78ca2cd977b4854 
438 walleee75 5fd9066f4eed91dbff3702e9 6099438e3b67bc96b08ef2b2 
439 Wanderfoll lovely inafve 5dc115bd29e78664c1b9c1a6 603557912cb04826e07da763 
440 wangfan6673 6096337a8c2bee544aebd8ff 609fc833e01d07d19414f7be 
441 wanghuijie5917 608bca79e532703446c1352b 60a6607f5a9586ba13270758 
442 wangqin868 605ee92d83b03a1d26ab7418 608e6c99dc17343c200477bb 
443 wangyunchang7696 5ff413efc42f1f23e2738a85 6054b20add9a44a947593286 
444 Warren L Huges 5e96bb8eca306948bd131e4c 607ddbe0a35703f2e300e97a 
445 Waunetta 5fd9c4744eed919979370760 608b95274de1a8704b0ffcdf 
446 weichenpen 5b7bd4b1650d2d202b2b63bd 607d220fdc56792f0a5b6c96 
447 weiqwe 5f0297358d6e51c311e110cf 605a26fb87f969f4212072a4 
448 wfh14 5e694013c96e28e8c88ffb82 5f1e771f65a3918204c8d525 
449 WNJSA 5e6f2c861e19852ec423732e 608b73157678248d628d1b87 
450 wugaopingxing 5e718c70f310820f0399227c 5f451faaca42c41485c03c46 
451 wuyongji7803 607e916c3994e2244fc7f44b 6083ac747816bbb2b5c43ce7 
452 Xenia_jiang 56c31a213a698c06f4ab74fe 602dc3856ae4f50701aaecf0 
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453 XiacangpiebXc 5e6ccaf2b274848206c14317 5ff1d336d1fb1c91d774e5b1 
454 xiaoxun147 605eab8f7372593cec6cd6e4 608e6c39d2597060f8f636e9 
455 xinyaju43921 6083de7d93394700e56b2ad4 608eb81cadc155f0a730a7db 
456 xuedongdong1479 607e830a4402472e3d1077df 609f9684fff4609f785325c0 
457 xueyanli19153 605ab5cfbc84e943ad418f76 60a3c23ec82acc3ee6b05c37 
458 xujiasuo1081 5ffbd44300d57e66cb814049 606ea54b245ee7331a997333 
459 yamgjingjing9163 5fe6a9af2520671ab0d854e8 5ffca52ecfb3a91aa2893786 
460 yanfei5252 607a8920a659d50bc05a82e2 609b617fd5de59a5c09c4b87 
461 yangxingjun8 5d5a52d4560eca633bef6f03 5fcf372ba40a604f36bf3ff9 
462 yanzhiping17367 6083a82da59109ca434babe6 608ec118977d85d88026ecc6 
463 yeuse 5fd06f7462245c0d9573dd82 606e9b674907f120612a3675 
464 yikebing4002 60978ba1e7bace3dec9d9f99 60a26caedb02a5bfc939c012 
465 YongjiefenkG 5e6c9f8c4f42103700687212 605ab555e90fb8dced973f1e 
466 youngheart901 5fdbad5485eca037f81a1ffe 60700773713618709d0f961c 
467 Yrsiof 5fd3248a9fb9531218860d7e 605bf6a5bc46ca3efd0481b8 
468 yuan zheng shop 5dcf512a97383300d357ad69 5fa63f744c62210262302041 
469 YuanxiaposAk 5e8ee468005c60805fef4d10 5f9a86b15bd42d1b04b7fc3f 
470 yunck 5fd1113cd1e16c2ad1223eba 605e999912aa5267466efe0b 
471 zhangcunguang9228 5ff2dd8e149d7ec31d4ed5ed 604ef6f83fe982ad206342fc 
472 zhanghelong880123 5de11132b696791871121f7c 6040b180da4e9b316b6093ce 
473 zhangjinhao74216 6083ddd0a5910901054bac48 608ff0bc9cf3a74edaa77f1c 
474 zhangxianwei53 605af5a6309fb410aa52bedc 6065c51dc0666b144a9bd149 
475 zhangyunfei8013 5ff3e4abe14f7a079fc7c06d 604ef7271c92ea8f8864a29d 
476 zhangzengyue3758 60925166a9cfe70e0f7bbc9f 60992da9e3a25b9f6d8d7a3c 
477 zhaowenbo06317 605abf2780eb62336c00ca8e 60954fdd3d65e9bf56ac607a 
478 zhaoxuan0470 5ff183d13a432d743e6671dd 607c154e7f73b59b393830ef 
479 zhengzhiyuan3262 5ff6c9bbf9406edf366cda2b 604efac71f1a8686e77b5ae5 
480 ZhibaqianhuizOf 5e8ee66e24067d819adf44eb 5fb74dadf25b04cec18e75ff 
481 zhonggei 5ea15237ad8c7d6d7e400f74 605d8525b53006348539a576 
482 zhouyuhao0207 5ff557d1758d700bea4afbd7 605d8c516f7b06289806e621 
483 zhumingwei4468 605d4f5cd807d230b68a5f36 60989fd56c0c961d84a2b7d8 
484 aiyishiqin 5d3e8d8ae13a7e7f41f386a0 60a754e1a5dad732851ac079 
485 angelesca 5f7551b57736b566cd1f4e56 60bb06b668cb40c5392822f0 
486 Anna L Victoria 5e9bc7f67000cbba47b5e2b1 60c32d49f7cf5e41298bd84a 
487 Asorismel 5e421d4e29e78613b7566d3d 60315ac3acbd1dfa293a7042 
488 astoriopkh 5fde770217ba9536c81f39c8 6094d8cbba65b39355c4ce5c 
489 BelleElai 5e948adc29e78658c089f41c 605405554c0c1794e32563b1 
490 Briarly 600257e5dc6167175afb76ed 60c2d3d1372efd726de0bf12 
491 btkogj 5eec71194af5273567acd189 606bf8401cf55afc3cc6c0e1 
492 BXHAAXHK 5efc0d94a675505a83a80ba9 606bef30a59d1aec6752de52 
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493 coldjhv 5edb1759f88be2512b680964 6077f90728f0b679722ac64c 
494 CoolStores 5fdabfbb288b8a0e453b46c6 6092b50aae1204f78440f824 
495 csfddx 5ef9716a41e2f5683a680768 6077ff270901478f52437af8 
496 cuihaijun86 606bf7b4b0b7374b795ce3be 60758ca246756a04c6ee86b1 
497 Cupcakes & Cakery 601160ac10e0312e8484b1ca 60c2f7668223acd0ee0026af 
498 doerr76shop 5f164fa3e6bcb878d34be786 60c42615067bd3644c065bbb 
499 Ease Life Like 5fd78f99c4fa1bf68363416c 60377c851bdd5a09909a2d41 
500 EEalAe 5fd9bf604eed91953a37056d 60c2c23d4acb2e4c44ae3b34 
501 Ellyn J Fulks 5e9bc703da2ff25abe42bb1f 60c425a53238996a2198e123 
502 Exileshop 5d4e6f281d9a8e10ca2ff0fd 607af61d712be27bc960bc14 
503 ggwaey 6046ebf48ba4a31c2c480b7f 60938988acf3fabf977156c5 
504 helofly 5ea4ff5229e786130af07c9f 5f365bfd0fc9060044e11e97 
505 Hog Navigations 5fe84767cd4769097a12774f 60a1d074215a0c8cf180c7cf 
506 huyindi668 6098d5655f8d23543096e57a 609ced9f6dd9d82d78b671ca 
507 hydronauts 5fd14f7a9163a06347af6439 60a1ef528fd3180ad8876289 
508 jiangchengna668 6098cdda2948d1067a84fc29 60bcbfaf6e0547e562e91190 
509 jinmingzhi Store 5f585838a00e5137a2e961e7 60b4894360850843665eacfb 
510 John M Mendez 5e9c052f7000cbdc40b5e2c9 60b3302d513edf11a47e5a79 
511 KangfuyongeFi 5e6dccd21e198532352353e2 60af0eddb9e939c23d518560 
512 kasper196 5fce305ab3d34208d8d1c6dd 60b626e8c48d194105511349 
513 lijinfei668 6098f3a58477ec00445819de 60bcbfd765b3e8d9c9c9a3b6 
514 liscupcak 5fc91a11bee3db7cb00449bf 609e2b4a4668704b10038b54 
515 liukaiknv 5fbc983053701c74a4974921 6094d86511d8dac3f9eb6d4a 
516 LIWANXI 5d562ad07ad24210f8fd7a79 60af72a40ebe6c9b30e2522f 
517 LiXIANGNAN886 5eede0ce50bf4332e997bb97 5f01b62f1108967511fa9169 
518 lpoinjuis 5ddf6a6a29e786493cdd7212 606ab2954f8a0184fddc1620 
519 lspeor254f 5d9c5d7931157c43f1306a46 607510f95a86d8997e73141a 
520 maxmxxxxxxxxx90 5e3292d0cec217127bf2323c 607938f6a1dd88269a2c24f8 

521 
mingxingbiaoyeyouxiangongsi 
a/k/a Mingxing Watch Industry 
Co., Ltd. 

564580960c526d342a741649 601c1b165c7c8d7dc6b6015f 

522 mtaosn 5fe76e3c6d10638f283ea29a 6093b848d49a7234dbda6c5b 
523 Obemb 5e2bbc8e2057cd0a2e02dbb6 607938e913c360243b1e2e1c 
524 Oyster Acoustics 5fe8b345cd47697345127875 609136921427b3a552667bac 
525 pantying4010 6066bcf75aea2b6306b83f2a 6095493902da86ad4127d886 
526 Passportfuture 600ddea6282f666762e62965 60953fe813ce1896b8afe1d8 
527 qibin84961 605abdd216ec6432c01d4c82 6092a657d7a243d5701aebf7 
528 QintaozhangqA 5e917dfa2522bc722cc768f2 608ebbc21a243f015f57d0ab 
529 qwerttt 5d3ead9970327a2b14fcd8f2 60a757027e9cf0e90ce5a0c8 
530 QWERTYqqq 5d3eb4b6e4b65d3c291e7978 609cf5b0eb9c53cf555cbf0a 
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531 Resolv tring 5efd57857f3842d011de1e31 6077feff7b64be917a7af68c 
532 RicharFrog 5fda6fdc4eed916400370374 608f6f8d18b0945515368500 
533 rxtxdnhua 5f41f27d3d6cd0fbd76dd64d 60547e3ca478a0f8bd8fc2c1 
534 shanbenqiang86 605c2e4bb861511121ecfd55 60913aaa2ec2a64110e24067 

535 shenzhenliliyouxiangongsi a/k/a 
Shenzhen Lili Co., Ltd. 553ce1d1bd460e305d36900f 6079b95dd0d4dc7ead0bed4a 

536 
shenzhenyimeishiyouxiangongsi 
a/k/a Shenzhen Yimeishi Co., 
Ltd. 

5555a50e8f84530e7b1ced25 60713087e872a419e8693680 

537 ShopMolina 5faac37b6ec57af2468362e9 602cf8884d98b90901ed2779 
538 Somsom2543 5f6837b4e3bf2e35667947c1 60b394db78f76464b4fecd10 
539 SUGACAT 5fa1d141b03263995f93816a 60b8bbe150700f3fb0ff3941 
540 tangzhiguang668 6098db058c4d4c125dbfe606 60bcbfe70b8c66edc5d90151 
541 TOM TRAVEL 5d4bb89a7ad24232d846d864 60b1b540f52b02cdb665c0b1 
542 TrakerShop 6010688ea7a050301e4a0d2c 60851731571f810c57c9381a 
543 vfgkfmf 5ee1f6b739d553264079502c 6077f5e56958d666291ccff1 
544 wangchao516878509 5893e4f2b0597452766a07cc 60bf808572ac15c9d1538143 
545 wanghuil 5ed9ad026473b60c002f5df6 606d7f976a5950bc35e03a16 
546 wangmengting5680 5ff7d09d8d098e102fe87492 60b1c5b8caad272d00dca020 
547 wangrunze715 605ec02d66c4e53681d172d6 608e7074d8567531759995f2 
548 wangsuo0218 5ff551734647cc4a352c7fa8 60b1c5a5b208a80fdd665c0d 
549 wangyunyun1853 5ff7e44c17b51f2b4dd7ed02 60b1bf5f4ef6a7047e592e4a 
550 wangzijian7791 5ffbc58952430118acbd1091 60b1c58eda9c47d6189637d8 
551 wegavox 5fd39a49c3d39d9b94004a0a 604ed42e6507bbec074aa8ab 
552 weiliqiang2240 5ff3e07ce6a65a0421b9f5f6 60b1c5622e5a51147e0e5704 
553 weiyatao660 605ee59583b03a1977ab73ee 608e6c55c0765dbb9106626e 
554 weizhiqiang0482 5ff55a37d72b9b088aab9b6e 60b1c546815694f6c72ee875 
555 Winningmos11 5f689414d9e21e9f89f36786 60b394b60cd4be30a72e47b4 
556 xiaoya4829 607fa94376befa24a733a322 6087c543f810570606c7fc59 
557 xigbiung396 605dbce75aedb752fd935e11 608e6cdcc3a36041f1eef686 
558 xirui520 605f27c966c4e5bb64d161d2 608e6e8be77c8a710f48cda0 
559 Xuelingnan 5f3f7db23b2ad93a7c5f841f 60a9f0ea8818a775c7436def 
560 Xuqinguang 5d3d50da0ff7f924238c4de1 609cf70a160a7b8b6165b462 
561 xuyingao4409 607f98afb8e57605c3421dd6 6087c0423febb6f80efd083a 
562 yanghuiliang9308 609c8c6b51abb25ec2ed7261 60c2e266e52e2aa0fc3a7e5d 
563 yeow9857 5d9e997a773dcf31bc926257 60654aab5ffaa9d036c62e5e 
564 youzhihao0285 5fefde753a432dfa3b667166 604af255854ca7a7b1ef6433 
565 zhanghongjian1646 607fcd28a5910946744bac38 608d18677f17ff363a6dca9e 
566 zhqiangqi6713 605ead7e8301c730308d24e1 608e6ba6c0765db5730665b9 
567 zlpvfjcheng 5f40f8c1e84e076ce739acb1 60547eefe6fba911223f1449 
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568 zonggaiqin 5d5023c61527547ad5ad4f70 607af20ac7ce47885880ffc1 
569 businesswatch Store 911420218 1005002046020431 
570 CoinMedalKing Store 911714159 1005002380996860 
571 Greatsheng Store 4871082 1005002301500484 

572 High Quality Watch & Strap 
Store 911231063 1005001875375898 

573 INTIME Store 3102075 1005002542044197 
574 luckywatches Store 911135063 1005001811015245 
575 Lukin Lukin Store 911983095 1005002656982363 
576 luxuriours watch Store 912061363 1005002745300584 
577 MM watch Store 5545002 1005001865620747 
578 Noob Factory Store 911554385 1005002191866354 
579 NoobV3 watch Store 911945032 1005002661990006 
580 Professional swiss-watches Store 912025330 1005002724064282 
581 robert Store 506351 1005001914222658 
582 Shop5798812 Store 5798812 1005002378499969 
583 Shop911043157 Store 911043157 1005002042230285 
584 Shop911186200 Store 911186200 1005002598139166 
585 Shop911234009 Store 911234009 1005002336149153 
586 Shop911813074 Store 911813074 1005002575882179 
587 Souvenir Coin~Discount Store 1961299 1005001486918599 
588 superwatch Store 912017561 1005002707826998 
589 Trend Forefront Store 911670011 1005002643469539 
590 UCLOS WATCH Store 911726245 1005002353375907 
591 Very-Good-Watch Store 912029257 1005002672787578 
592 V-time Store 911966220 1005002738969140 
593 xianyu 97 Store 911965076 1005002629653641 
594 xiaodigua Store 3523075 1005001575576046 

595 yulyna fashion Official Store 911805175 1005002540878485 
1005002715672003 

596 aaasuper a/k/a men watch 21045825 527860286 
597 best_watch_factory 20790953 510859283 
598 carrywatchno1 21196053 563987601 
599 china_watch_factory3 20928522 483688302 
600 china_watch_factory5 21003525 482143017 
601 eternity_watch_shop 21104749 569963157 
602 good-roiexx 14497906 492361413 
603 guyifeixing 20948467 507349062 
604 hello_watch 20223682 531190170 
605 jason007 14498114 651734307 
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606 jukaizou 21437281 596614739 
607 keke2008 13591153 415168248 
608 liula02865401 20486885 397584887 
609 liula820704 20486578 408858603 
610 liulangdiqiu 21225092 582453514 
611 lucky_watch 21565786 636727651 
612 luckywatch002 21377285 677457910 
613 luxury_wristwatches 20913617 552128692 
614 luxurytopwatch 21185122 675856944 
615 luxusuhr 21346314 524842948 
616 michaeltravis 19812654 414168519 
617 noblenessoo 14497738 380523615 
618 noob_factory_store 20982457 514456717 
619 Okay2019 21208680 554294746 
620 okaywatch 21435575 548876877 
621 otomatik_izle 21500617 536535504 
622 perfectwatch 20534612 550769290 
623 rolex2017 a/k/a goodwatchstore 20809497 489644678 
624 rr1288 14498409 477187346 
625 shaomeiwang 21605333 634705241 
626 smiledream 19312756 598904725 
627 topclone_watch 21183573 480525716 
628 vakcak 20191111 553169368 
629 vivigood 20489469 554801481 
630 wangwangzou 21559241 596222406 
631 watchfinder 21275429 515856399 
632 wiesawatch 21158192 659417862 
633 wudazhuang 21605421 691226437 
634 zhou123123 20153865 517383085 
635 zousensen 21605697 623033524 
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